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The ‘Being’ Behind the Body’s Bar:
Gender Issues and Indian Women Writers
*Dr CheenaPuri
Abstract
The ‘being’ or the ‘soul’ is described in The American Heritage
Dictionary as the “animality and vital principle in humans,
credited with the faculties of thought, action and emotion and
often conceived as an immaterial entity”. All human bodies
become human beings because of this entity called ‘being’ and
is the same whether in a male or a female body. However the
being within the female body is victimized by all forms of social,
cultural, religious and psychological structures. It is rather
illogical that though the souls are the same, the simple biological
difference in the bodies is socially and culturally perceived with
patriarchal lens and a discriminatory social universe is
constructed.
Keywords : Being, patriarchy, gender, marginalization, protest.
In patriarchal societies, all over the world, women experience
subordination at a daily basis. Patriarchy in India is highly deep rooted
in the mind set of the rural as well as the urban classes throughout the
demographic stretches of the country. In Indian society, violence and
discrimination against women begins even before birth, in the form of
female foeticide and till death, they endure significant disparities in access
to health care and education. Women have been treated as the ‘other’
who required subordination, control and differential treatment. The other
specific forms of violence that women face are sexual abuse within the
family and in the public realm, wife beating, witch- hunting in addition to
the emotional and mental degradation suffered by them in their day to
day lives.
*

Associate Professor Department of English, Government Girls
College, Jaipur, Rajasthan.
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Gender is an analytical category that is socially constructed to
differentiate the biological difference between men and women. The
term gender is also used to describe the differences in behaviour between
men and women which are described as masculine and feminine. Feminist
writings focus on this aspect and claim that these differences are not
biological but are social constructions of patriarchal society. Gender
differences are set in hierarchal opposition such that men are superior
and women are subordinate. Women’s position is that of the ‘other’ and
women are the continual outsiders. The patriarchal system provides
self – definitions and norms for women. These social norms restrict the
social roles of women as mothers and wives. The patriarchal system
also amply rewards all those women who learn to passively follow their
defined roles.
Sex / gender differences raise the issue of male ,female,
masculine and feminine, male is associated with masculinity and female
with femininity. Such constructions translate the biological differences
between men and women into social terms and descriptions. Feminist
writers, theorists and critics throughout the world have undertaken the
task of questioning patriarchy and have worked towards bringing a
change in the society by raising voice for the equal rights for women in
every sphere of life. Feminist writers argue that biological differences
get heightened through social descriptions of masculinity and femininity.
They use the term patriarchy as a concept to refer to the social system
of masculine domination over women. They have developed a number
of theories to understand the bases of subordination of women in the
patriarchal society.
This paper examines some of the poems of the Indian writers
such as Kamala Das and Sujata Bhatt who have intuitively perceived
the gender issues upsetting women and have addressed the issues
concerning oppression of women in a patriarchal society like India.
Kamala Das is one of the pioneering post-independence Indian
English poets.Her Autobiography, My Story (1973) is a chronologically
ordered, linear narrative written in a realist style.Das’s provocative poems
are known for their unflinchingly honest explorations of the self and
female sexuality, urban life, and women’s roles in traditional Indian
society, issues of postcolonial identity, and the political and personal
struggles of marginalized people. In poems such as “The Dance of the
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Eunuchs” and “The Freaks,” Das draws upon the exotic to discuss her
sexuality and her quest for fulfillment. In “An Introduction,” Das makes
public traditionally private experiences, suggesting that women’s personal
feelings of longing and loss are part of the collective experience of
womanhood. In the collection The Descendants (1967), the poem “The
Maggots” frames the pain of lost love with ancient Hindu myths, while
the poem “The Looking-Glass” suggests that the very things society
labels taboo are the things that women are supposed to give. In The
Old Playhouse and Other Poems (1973), poems such as “Substitute,”
“Gino,” and “The Suicide” examine physical love’s failure to provide
fulfilment, escape from the self, and exorcism of the past.
Her works reflect her concern for the social and cultural
consciousness of gender, raising her voice against humiliation and neglect
of women. In her celebrated essay, Can the Subaltern Speak? Gayatri
Chakraborty Spivak points out the ability and inability of the subalterns
to speak about their issues in their voices. Kamala Das’s poem is also
the voice of the subaltern. Here the subaltern is the women, especially
Indian women. Kamala Das becomes a spokesperson for this suppressed
gender that is women. In ‘The Old Playhouse” (1973) Das protests
against the domination of the male and the consequent dwarfing of the
female. The woman is expected to play certain conventional roles, and
her wishes and aspirations are not taken into account. :
You called me wife,
I was taught to break saccharine into your tea and
To offer at the right moment the vitamins, cowering
Beneath your monstrous ego
I ate the magic loaf and
Became a dwarf.
The intensity of the protest, conveyed in conversational idiom
and rhythm, make it symbolic of the protest of all womanhood against
the male ego. In a male dominated society, she has tried to emphasize
her feminine and personal identity. Her poetry is poetry of revolt, and
the revolt is the outcome of all her dissatisfaction and psychological
trauma.
She poignantly remarks in “Nani”, where the pregnant
maidservant, whom Das remembers from her childhood days, commits
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suicide and the silencing ofthitragedy.Nanithe pregnant maid hanged
herself…hanging there A clumsy puppet Iasked my grandmother
One day, don’t you remember Nani, the dark, plump one who bathed
me near the well? Grandmother Shifted her reading glasses on her nose
and she stared at me. Nani, who is she? With this question ended Nani
.Each truth Ends thus with a query. It is this designatedDeafness that
turns mortality intoImmortality, the definite intoThe soft indefinite .(40)The
speaker of the poem recalls the suicide of a pregnant servant in her
grandmother’s house and the silencing of this tragedy. The woman,
who had been a doll for her seducer, remains a doll in her death. For the
children who cannot understand the situation, she seems to be a puppet
hanging on a rope. The grandmother’s question ends Nani’s existence,
but initiates wide-ranging meditations about truth.
Sujata Bhatt, a postcolonial Indian English poet, born in
Ahmedabad in 1956, has also raised her voice against the patriarchal
Indian society that oppresses and curbs women’s rights as a human
being .Bhatt’s poem “Voice of the Unwanted Girl” from her anthology
My Mother’s Way of Wearinga Sari written with rare sensitivity and
social concern, critiques patriarchy and demands for a world in which
gender discriminations are erased. The poem describes the brutal killing
of an infant girl by her mother, who wants to guard her daughter from
future distress. The poem seethes with an internal anger of the aborted
girl child who interrogates her mother and forces her to remember the
dire facts:
Mother, I am the one
You sent away
When the doctor told you
I would be
A girl—your second girl.
No one wanted
To touch me-except later in the autopsy room
When they knew my mouth would not search
For anything – and my head could be measured
And bent cut apart. (38)
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The scathing , yet painful, irony of the poem lies in the phrase
‘your second girl’- hinting at a society that renders girls valueless ,
‘unwanted’- and compels a mother to abort her own daughter in order
to escape persecution , the shame and guilt of bearing girl children ,
displacement , even death. The unwanted daughter recognizes the
rejection meted to her by the society yet refuses to let her mother go as
she repeatedly questions her ‘untouchable’ status. The destroyed foetus,
when murdered mercilessly , ( ‘In the end they had to give me an
injection to kill me’)had already acquired a state for life . Her senses
were alive as she desperately tried to clutch the ‘neon light’ in her
mother’s ‘beloved Mumbai’ , the icon of progress and urban affluence,
in order to survive , but no one , not even her mother ‘wanted to touch’
the body of the dying girl.
The poem focuses on the question addressed to the mothers
who are responsible for the act of brutality such as female foeticide by
not mounting a little child. The narrative acknowledges the need for
justice, punishment, and truth to the little foetus. It categorically points
to the fact that a seemingly progressive city like Mumbai has one of the
worst female foeticide in a demonic form and is increasing across the
state. It is a poor reflection on our society. The quest is that everyone
views girls as financial and emotional burden. It is difficult to change
the preference of Indians for a male child. There is a strong preference
for a son to uphold the family lineage, to support parents in their old age,
to inherit the family business, and to light the funeral pyre so that the
parents attain salvation. Girl children are seen as nothing but burdens,
with dowry being the biggest problem. She must not be seen as a burden
or an emotional drain. The cruelty of the scenario is bold and mocking
and so is the voice of the poet. Reflecting on the violence, the little bud
says:
I looked like a sliced pomegranate.
The fruit you never touched.
Mother, I am the one you sent away…
Look for me mother
Look for the place where you have sent me.
Look for the unspeakable.
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Look for me mother, because
This is not ‘God’s will”. (38)
It exposes the subconscious cry of a female foetus and also
brings to light the inhuman nature of the society. The use of the soliloquy
helps the poet in presenting the evils and the feelings of the infant in
both rural and urban India vividly. The poet uses irony in the use of the
words ‘God’s will’ to expose the hypocrisy of a society which commits
murders in the name of God. Through this poem, the readers are made
to see the dark gloomy corners of this largest democracy of the world
that exist beyond the hype of shining India.
The theme of female infanticide has been the subject of fictions
like Witness the Night (2010) by Kishwar Desai and also in The
Selector of Souls (2012) by Shauna Singh Baldwin .The opening scene
of the The Selector of Souls is the strongest part where the author
describes the brutal killing of an infant girl by her maternal grandmother,
Damini , who wants to save her daughter from future distress for having
so many daughters . Damini also finds justifications in religious scriptures
for her heinous crime. The cruelties committed by the father , when he
refuses to name his newly born daughter, and the mother who doesn’t
breast-feed her child are fictive representations of the disconcerting
reality of a girl child in our society. Later in the novel, Damini is involved
in helping willing parents in sex selection of children. And here too she
finds excuses to justify her ethically wrong actions. For her killing a
foetus is less brutal than killing an infant girl.
The humiliating experience of violence which is systematically
perpetrated on the objectified ‘homeless’ female body to curb her
potentials, is vividly delineated in Bhatt’s writings. Raped when a
mere child and compelled to bear her ‘secret’ silently , the girl in
Straight Through the Heart feels helpless , insecure and alienated in
her own ‘home’ , unable to link to the human world that surround her as
a ‘family’ :
Straight through the heart, she knew she would
Be shot
She knew too much for a girl of eight.
She knew she was being raped, and she knew
That if she spoke, if she spoke out and named
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That sin,
She would be killed.
The young girl has become wise; she knows “the meaning of
violation /of the sacredness of the body”. In her emotional exile she
feels utterly lonely, for “she could turn to no one/ she had to be her own
mother, her own father”. She has no one except for “a murdered sister/
who showed her the way” as she had “seen a sister killed” she knows
the price she would have to pay for speaking out against such a heinous
crime perpetrated on her bodily self possibly by her own closest kin. A
dutiful, obedient daughter living abjectly in mundane domesticity, she
finally gathers courage to speak out:She would persuade them, convince
father,mother, brother,that her soul was pure. I am still innocent, she
wanted to say. She simply wanted to live. In her courage the battered
girl becomes akin to mythical figures of power, Shakti and Medusa; the
woman poet, herself a powerless witness to a sanctioned brutality,
summons the Chorus and the Furies, she implores the great Demeter to
save the girl as a mother would, but yet, in the tradition of ‘honour
killings’ rampant in India, the young girl dies, shot through the heart. She
pays for the crime perpetrated on her body, for the crime of others, with
her own life: the bullet went straight through her heart.It was perfect,
his aim. The poem incisively critiques the horrendous crime committed
against girl children and women and the treatment such victims receive
from family and friends.
The major preoccupation in recent Indian Women’s writings
has been a delineation of inner life and subtle interpersonal relationships.
With the advent of feminism Indian Women writers have brought
incredible transformation to confirm a specific genre to reveal the explicit
reality of the society and explore the plights of Indian women in society.
Many women novelists like Kamala Markandaya , Nayantara Sehgal ,
Anita Desai , Shashi Despande , Manju Kapur and many others have
highlighted significance of portraying woman as an individual rebelling
against the traditional roles , breaking the shackles of exploitation and
oppression and trying to move out of their caged existence. They struggle
to assert the individual self behind the body’s bar.
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A Feminist-Theological Analysis of Krupabai
Satthianadhan’s novel ‘Kamala: A Story of Hindu
Life’
*Dr Pankaj Bala Srivastava
Abstract
Feminist theology has emerged as a challenge to the male bias
in religion and society. It claims to seek the equality, justice, and
freedom of women from what it observes to be oppressive
male systems of power and authority in religion. During the
colonial period, some women like Krupabai Satthianadhan, the
first Indian woman novelist to write in English, had an
irrepressible urge to articulate their experiences. Recently
resurrected, her two novels, ‘Saguna: A Story of Native Christian
Life’ and ‘Kamala: A Story of Hindu Life’, provide exciting
insights into the female bildungsroman. The present paper
explores how Krupabai considers the life of Kamala, the
protagonist of the novel, as the Hindu way of life, including
child marriage and pativrata dharma according to the laws of
Manu. Kamala’s endurance in her pativrata dharma and virtuous
deeds qualifies her spirit to go directly to swarga, presided over
by the god Indra, where righteous souls reside before
reincarnation. The novel describes that traditional Indian women
were subjected to religious customs. The paper analyses
nineteenth-century India’s early feminist perspective on religion,
class, and gender issues.
Keywords: Hindu way of life, Kamala, Saguna, Child marriage,
Pativrata, Swarga, Feminism, Theology, Tradition
Associate Professor, Department of English, Mahila Vidyalaya Degree
College, Lucknow(U.P.)
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Women for centuries in India had faced an appalling list of
restrictions because of their sex, and it was the social reform during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries that created a shift in such social
norms. Social movements by social reformists made way for women to
speak out about the issues they faced. The restrictions against women
created inequality between men and women.
Brahmin-Christian Krupabai Satthianadhan was a pioneer
woman author of Indian writing in English, celebrated for her style and
the content of her novels which opened up the world of women’s struggles
and inner lives in nineteenth-century India. She was the first Indian
woman English novelist to have dealt with the ‘woman’s question in the
Indian perspective’. Her two novels, ‘Saguna: A Story of Native Christian
Life’ and ‘Kamala: A Story of Hindu Life’, concentrate and revolve
around the predicaments and possibilities of women in two varied and
conflicting cultures. While Saguna belongs to a family converted to
Christianity, Kamala picturizes the moorings of Hindu life, enhanced
through religion and traditional thought. To Satthianadhan, Hinduism
represented the past, traditional and degraded Indian woman, whereas
Christianity represented India’s new reformed, educated, and
progressive woman. She often symbolically associated Hinduism with
darkness and Christianity with light.
Krupabai Satthianadhan’s ‘Kamala: The Story of Hindu Life’,
First published a century ago in 1894, was written in English with a
female protagonist who was an Indian woman. This story gives readers
a sense of the social injustices of the time and the struggles that many
Hindu women faced. In the story, the young girl from the highest caste
of Hinduism, Brahmin, struggles with the pressures of society and a life
of servitude. This novel is the core of Satthianadhan’s beliefs and the
fuel to her mission of reformation within the community for women.
The narrative takes place in the mountains, ‘where Ganga
Godavery takes its rise’, and there is a sacred city ‘to which I shall give
the name Sivagunga’ (Kamala: p.1).The story opens up with the beautiful
imagery of rice fields and mountains as young Kamala, the novel’s
protagonist, lives in the abundance of nature’s beauty and is free and
expressive. An omniscient narrator recognizes the little girl Kamala
standing by the ruined temple ‘on a hillock; not far away are a few
trees, which appear to catch and retain the halo of departing light in
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their branches, and through them glimmers the suffused redness of the
sunset sky. In the glowing light between the trees, the form of a little girl
may be distinctly seen (Kamala: p.2).’
Krupabai depicts the daily life of a Hindu family as:‘The dawn
of each day was ushered in by the temple’s music close by, the soft
ringing of bells, the long-drawn chants of the Brahmans saying their
prayers, and the peaceful refrain of the pujaris who intoned their mantras
with a peculiar drawl. The song of the birds was dear to the girl but not
so dear as the soft melody of the chants of the Brahmans, which, though
she understood them not, filled her soul with feelings of devotion. The
song of the birds was dear to the girl but not so dear as the soft melody
of the chants of the Brahmans, which, though she understood them not,
filled her soul with feelings of devotion (Kamala: p.6).’Krupabai writes
that there was superstition in traditional Hindu society. (Kamala:
p.6).’‘There was the religious mendicant dancing quaintly around the
margosa tree, blowing on his horn, performing many antics, and getting
copper coins from the laughing spectators (Kamala: p.7-8).’
Krupabai writes about a typical Hindu event where the wife
can not take her husband’s name. During the marriage ceremony,
Kamala unknowingly took her name of her; a senior woman scolded
her:‘Don’t you know, you little stupid’, said an old woman shaking her,
‘that a husband’s name is to be heard but never pronounced by a wife.
He can take your name, but you can’t take his. Make your
prayaschit(atonement) now’ (Kamala: p.28).
Kamala was given away for marriage as a child, and when she
was still very young, there were festivities to prepare her for marriage.
Child marriage is supposed to have commenced during the medieval
ages of India. Later child marriage became a prevalent cultural practice,
and many marriages were performed while the girl was still an infant.
Brahmanic texts (Smritis, Upanishad, Puranic literature) supported child
marriage in traditional India. Manu smriti is an ancient legal text or
Hinduism’s dharma shastra. It describes the social system from the
time of the Aryans. The Hindu way of life means living according to
Hindu dharma. ‘One shall give his daughter in the proper form, even
though she may not have attained (the age), to a bridegroom who is of
exceptionally distinguished appearance and equal (Manu Smriti, Verse
9.88).’‘A girl should be given in marriage before puberty (Gautama,
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Verse 18-21).’ ‘Out of fear of the appearance of the menses, let the
father marry his daughter while she still runs about naked. For if she
stays in the home after puberty, sin falls on the father (Vasishta, Verse
17.70).’
According to tradition, she is moved to her mother-in-law’s
house in a small upper-caste joint family part in an orthodox Hindu
village. A very different world meets her when she goes as a child bride
to the Brahman quarter of the local town. Kamala’s father has deep
grief for her future and innocence and does not quite comprehend the
challenges she must overcome. Leaving their homes as child brides,
these girls (Kamala and four others in the novel) are often subjected to
physical abuse in their husbands’ homes.
In this new life, Kamala also sees how her friend Bhagirathi
from the next house is treated by her husband. She is physically abused,
and Kamala sees the cries of her friend. In one incident, Kamala recalls
Bhagirathi leaving her husband after he was found with a mistress in
the house. In leaving, she broke her marriage bangles sacred under the
Hindu laws, and she went to her childhood home. In India, for a woman
to leave her husband’s house and live at her parents’ house was a
disgrace to both families. In the story, Bhagirathi is brought back to her
husband’s home by her mother, who had abused her for leaving her
husband’s house:‘I won’t go in, mother! You can kill me with your own
hands, but I won’t enter this grave,’ she firmly said. It was a painful
sight for Kamala. A number of women gathered from the neighbouring
houses, but very little sympathy was shown for Bhagirathi….’ Shame
to you, girl,’ said another. ‘Don’t you know that if a man is tied to you
once, you cannot free yourself from him, even if he be an ass. The
halter is around your neck, let it be wooden or golden, it is all the
same’…go inside and fall to his feet (Kamala: p.59).’
This story of Kamala’s friend is relevant to the time and was
the tragic life many Hindu women had. Satthianadhan uses this story to
share the contradicting views cast upon society on an unfaithful marriage.
The idea is that a woman must adhere to her husband’s desires and
stay quiet. The physical abuse is not a wrongful act but a way to make
her a better wife for her good. Kamala sees the dictating side of her
husband, which was not known before.
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Satthianadhan emphasizes the ever-so-popular relationship
between the evil mother-in-law and the daughter-in-law in many Hindu
families. A constant fight for their son’s love is encompassed by jealousy
and a higher position in the family. It is often depicted that mothers-inlaw were known to treat their new daughters-in-law with cruelty, a
concept which has been the misery of many Hindu women for hundreds
of years. This hostile environment in which the young girl has to live
also comes with the territory of physical and mental abuse.
Satthianadhan regarded the early marriage of young girls as
the cause of many women livings a life to serve their husbands and
children, which as a result, leaves no time to have an education or
develop their thought processes. This humility and muteness that
resonates in Kamala after marriage is the issue that Satthianadhan
speaks about so openly. The submission to serve one’s in-laws and
husband creates a woman with no way to speak up or indicate her
thoughts.
The traditional Hindu wife accepts the burdens and hardships
of marriage. Often justifying such challenges as her destiny as taught
by society. This notion is seen within Kamala as she accepts her life as
her fate, as she is unable to express herself and is given a life of solitude:
‘There was another kind of teaching ...that whether she was bad or
good, whether she enjoyed pleasure or suffered pain, she ought not to
grumble but accept it meekly, for it was her fate.’ (Kamala: p. 57)
Satthianadhan renders the man as an unconfident human being
who uses the oppression of women to control them and assert his selfconfidence. Through society’s conditioning, girls are made to become
mute and submissive. Through the restrictions created by men, women
have abided by such traditions for centuries. This was a concept
Satthianadhan wanted to make known in her texts. As Ganesh and Sai
become closer, Kamala blames herself for her husband’s affair. Also, a
typical notion was that women were responsible for their husband’s
affairs and, as a result, blamed themselves for their unfaithfulness.
However, Kamala crosses such boundaries and leaves her
husband. In this section of the text, Satthianadhan introduces the reader
to the alter ego of Kamala. The voice within that wants to be free of
these social bonds and customs. Kamala finds her sense of individualism,
but soon she comes back to her husband’s home as she has no place to
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go, leading to a future of uncertainty. A Hindu wife only has shelter
from her in-laws, and without that, she would be dead. After some time,
her firstborn child and husband Ganesh die, and Kamala becomes a
widow. According to Hindu culture and tradition, a widow cannot
remarry, and she has to be confined in the house, eliminate her jewellery
and wear the colour of grief. She becomes a cause of shame for her
family, loses the right to participate in religious life and becomes socially
isolated. ’Let her suffer, let her bear the sins of former generations, the
unfortunate polluted one, who has been the cause of her husband’s
death. What sins she must have committed, how many hearts she must
have broken! (Kamala: p.167).’‘Kamala looked upon her husband’s
death as a punishment for having left his house (Kamala: p.202).’
Kamala faces the impending traditions of being a Hindu widow.
Ramchander, Kamala’s childhood friend, professes his love for her and
wants her to live a happy and free life with him. Although Kamala loves
Ramchander and wants to live a life with him, she denies his proposal.
Here, one can see the fight between Kamala, the Hindu wife, and
Kamala’s alter ego, who wants a life unchained from society’s rules.
The harsh restrictions of society prevent her from being free and in
love:‘Ask me not that,’ she said with a shudder. ‘It is too much for me
to think of. Did we wives not die on the funeral pyre in days of old? Did
we not court the water and the floods? What has come over us now?
My heart beats in response to yours, but betray me not, thou tempting
heart. Look not on my face. I am accursed among women. There is
something wrong in my nature, and that is why the gods have hood
round my neck; taken my lord and master, and have cursed me. No!
What you ask is too much…I am a broken vessel, fit only to be thrown
aside and spat on. (Kamala: p. 206)
Satthianadhan uses the female protagonist Kamala as a symbolic
representation of the orthodox way of Hindu life. Kamala is bound to
society’s ideals regarding social practices such as child marriage, abusive
relationships with mothers-in-law, becoming a widow, dependency on
her husband’s family, and becoming an outcast. Satthianadhan uses the
character of Kamala as a mark of injustice and as a weapon of social
reform. The life of a young Brahmin girl who matures into her role as a
Hindu wife and the struggles she endures with the daunting religious
system and its customs.
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A Study of Postmodernism in Anita Desai’s
Voices in the City
*Dr.Manjula Goel
Abstract
The spirit of Postmodernism lies in the denial of belief,
human freedom, emancipation, individuality, dedication to
experimentation and innovation. It is defined as the age of
uncertainty, alienation, fragmentation, decantation of culture.
Postmodernism hurls the question at the existing precincts and
suspects everything that exists or has existed, even if in the
recent past. It gives no place to resupposition or any preestablished rules. Postmodernist concept is more vivid in the
works of American and French writers eg. John Barth and
Richard Brautigan and many others This concept is also
reflected in the writings of Amitav Ghosh, Shashi Tharoor,
Vikram Seth, Anita Desai and so on. The present paper analyses:
how Desai’s Voices in the City aptly fit into the scheme of
postmodern text? Her characters suffer from the feeling of
alienation, and adopt postmodern liberty of revolution.
Key Words- Postmodernism, Alienation, Introvert characters,
Disillusionment with the city
Anita Desai is undoubtedly one of the most powerful
contemporary Indian Women novelists, who have made a commendable
contribution to Indian Writing in English. She has enriched the tradition
of Indian writing in English. She is outstanding for her sensibility of
inner world rather queer world of action. Anita Desai has treated
psychological realities very minutely in her novels. Her purpose of writing
is to discover herself and then aesthetically, convey the truth. She is
widely recognised as the pioneer of psychological novel in modern Indian
*Associate Professor, R.K.S.D.(P.G.) College Kaithal, Haryana
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English Literature. The prominent feature of her work is her art of
portrayal of the characters. Through her novels, Desai has unravelled
the grim as well as mysterious truth of human psychology. The artistic
area in her novels she has displayed to postmodernist readers as a
‘readerly text’ to exploit is wholly appreciated and praiseworthy.
Her characters suffer from a nagging sense of alienation,
rootlessness, ungratifying interpersonal relationships, anxiety and despair.
In order to seek an identity, they go introvert rather to face outer realities.
They are suffering from lack of belongingness and meet isolation inherent
in all relationships. Consequently alienation acquires a prominent feature
and a postmodernist concern in her novels. Her writing came into
existence at a time when the surrounding is moving towards
Postmodernistic atmosphere. While writing, she maintains a balance
between the traditional beauty of nature and magnanimity of human
race and multi-faced characteristics of postmodernism. The phenomenon
became more evident in America and France. Prominent examples are
works of John Fowles, Alian Robke Grillet, Thoman Pynchon, John
Barth, Kurt Vonnegut, Leonard Michaels, Brigid Brophy and Richard
Brautigan, among other postmodernist’s.
So far as this Postmodernism is concerned, this begins during
the mid-twentieth century in west. It reaches the East later and Anita
nd
Desai is the first to sense it. After the world war 2 , the west sees the
human race approaching towards alienation, depression, doubt and
unfaithfulness and all this begins to challenge the old traditional values
and beliefs. Anita Desai is considered as an inner psychological novelist
as her prime concern is mingled with the nocturnal and nebulous
atmosphere of woman’s psyche. She is magnified with the
comprehensibility and intelligibility which brightens her aestheticism
through her works. Desai’s characters belong to the affluent sections
of Indian society, they hardly realistically and comprehensively have to
tackle the pragmatism of struggle of life for survival and
existence.Postmodernism, philosophically describes the renaissance of
skeptical thinking and a constant questioning of the already existing
values and ideologies. The movement symbolises an epistemological
critique which shatters the prevalent unquestionable belief in morality
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and rationality. It rejects any possibility or need of verifiability and
homogeneity of principles.
The postmodern cry for freedom for the marginalized sections
of the society is another fact that shapes Desai’s writing which emerged
in the form of different movements- feminism, Human rightsmovements,
and so on. Opening of the novel, Voices in the City echoes a tone of
postmodern anxiety- people rushing here and there in search for
something they do not really know. The experiences of Nirode, Amla
and Monisha in Voices in the City have been delineated with a tragic
exploration of personal suffering that they unredeemable undergo. The
theme of immigration and consequent alienation of the self has been
dealt with by a number of Indo-Anglian novelists like V.S. Naipaul,
Kamala Markandaya and Bharti Mukherjee but they are chiefly
concerned with cross-cultural and racial encounters. What differentiates
Anita Desai from them is her skill to transform such alienation
experiences into living art. What is distinguished in Anita is socio-psychic
representation of alienation as against socio-political or socio-ethnic.
She explores the depths of human psyche placed against the reality of
absurdity that is confronted by the characters.
In Voice in The City the characters seek loneliness and privacy
in order to be their own self. The agony of their sensitive souls is portrayed
by externalising their feelings and mental state. The psyche of four
characters - Nirode, Monisha, Amla and their mother is unravelled
through the brutal voices of the city of Calcutta. The visible world is
used to present the invisible traumas of its inhabitants. The frustrations,
grievances and nullity of life are delineated through the use of images,
interior monologues, dreams and visions. There is a unique mixture of
urban consciousness and individual consciousness in the novel. Since
the beginning chaotic ambience of Calcutta railway station ispicturized:
The train began to pant, as though in preparation for a battle, sending
jets of white stream violently into the night sky and on the platform,
people loitered in various attitudes of nervousness, impatience and regret,
turning now and then to the lights at the head of the platform, waiting
for them to change. No one ever betrayed reluctance for them to do so
except, perhaps the latecomers pounding along with baggage wobbling
and disintegrating in the seemingly hopeless search for the right carriage.
(VIC 7) Nirode is one of the characters in this novel who realizes the
violent thrashes of the postmodernity that disfigure the entire social
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fabric. He is an angry young man, is very bright and sensitive. He is
aggressive and clever but not cruel. He finds his job, his relationship
and even his family name rubbish and aversethem. He did not question
or expect answers from life but found it “Better not to live” (VIC 19).
In the very beginning of the novel, he feels belittled by the
scholarly prospects of his brother, Arun, who goes abroad to pursue his
studies. The feeling of sibling rivalry has a permanent scar on his psyche.
Further he suspects his mother of an alleged affair and so feels disgusted
and estranged from his family. He wants to live in shadows, silence and
stillness. Life for him becomes a deadly horror and terror. Describing
his painful state of being emotionally unattached to his father or mother,
Anita says: he soon saw that he himself was not an inhabitant of it (their
home) . . . between him and his mother’s brilliant territory was erected
a barbed wire fence, all glittering and vicious. To his astonishment,
he found at his side, also on the wrong side of his cruel division, his
father . . . (VIC 28)
Nirode’s state is totally unexpected where no one could guess
whether he was at work and serious or idle and at play. Prominent
figure in the novel, Nirode, presents the sordidness of an alienated
individual. He found everyone around him, even his mother hideous. He
never confided in anyone as he trusted no one. He constantly fell ill and
lost in his thoughts and beliefs. Even his friend Jit says, “I didn’t know
you were so full of self-contempt” (VIC 32). He had no hope of happiness
or success. In fact,he isobsessed with failure. About his own idea of
editing a magazine, he says to his friend David, “Of course it is. I want
it to fail-quickly” (VIC 40). The city to him is a haunting ghost, a tomb.
He hated any intrusion in his privacy. Presenting his vision of life Desai
writes, “He had determined that aloneness was to be the very foundation
of this venture” (VIC 49). “He loathed the world that could offer him no
crusade, no pilgrimage and he loathed himself for not having the true,
unwavering spirit of either within him” (VIC 63).
Nirode’s isolation is instinctive and self-imposed. Both forms
of alienation-self and social strike him. Internally fragmented, he finds
everything beyond definition. Wearied by his own unsurity, Nirode is
always on the lookout of escape which in reality he finds none, thus
resulting in a tumult of deep unease. Anita has made her novel
instrumental in expressing her consciousness of victimization of man
entrenched in a deep sense of isolation and utter loneliness. In this
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novel, she remarks, “nothing existed but this void in which all things
appeared equally insignificant, equally worthless” (VIC 63). She also
posits the question whether the characters would be able to come to the
edge of the void ever or sink deeper into annihilation.
In Voices in The City,Desai presents the dark recesses of the
consciousness of the protagonist - Monisha. She is the sufferer of
incompatible marriage and childless like Maya. Monisha and Jiban
symbolise the dystopia of shattered married status. Jiban represents the
patriarchal system of suppressing women. Monisha was married to him
just because he belonged to a respectable, middle-class family which
presented a safe, secure and sound prospect. Thus, it was assumed
that he would be a permanent bread-winner. In her father’s view
“Monisha ought not to be encouraged in her morbid inclinations and that
it would be a good thing for her to be settled into such a stolid,
unimaginative family as that, just sufficiently educated to accept her
with tolerance” (VIC 196). Monisha is an educated and intellectual girl
who brings her books to her in-laws’ house because of her literary
interestsbut she gets no solace to go through these books.Moreover,it
isexpected that she mayperform a servile role submissively within the
confinements of joint Hindu family. Monisha feels alienated and trapped
in that Calcutta house where nobody tries to understand her. There is
hardly any communication between Jiban and Monisha as she meets
her in the evening. She said to her sister Amla: “One must have someone
who reciprocates, who responds. One must have that- reciprocation I
think” (VIC 194), said Monisha to her sister Amla.
Jiban knows well about Monisha ‘s library but he never
encouraged her to go through these books as he thinks that women ‘s
predicaments are only limited towards their household chores. He worked
in a dull ministry and thinks himself more superior than Monisha. He
always ignores her abilities. Thus, even when he was present at home
Monisha felt his absence and said: “Jiban is never with us all” (VIC
111). Being a childless woman,she has to face the sharp arrows of
contempt of her in-laws.The reason behind her being alienated is her
incompatibility with all the family members of her in-laws. It was
impossible for her to understand all the traditions and taboos. She is an
educated and aware woman who read Kafka and Camu but her life is
confined only to iron bars of the house as she complains: “My duties of
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serving fresh chapatis to the uncles as they eat, of listening to my motherin-law as she tells me the remarkably many ways of cooking fish, of
being Jiban’s wife” (VIC 111).
Monisha’s life has been presented as an unsolved mystery.
Monisha tries to bear the dichotomy between her and Jiban for long, but
unable to do so commits suicide by self-immolation. Her suicide by
burning herself in the kitchen makes the postmodern question regarding
human values more valid and intense. When she comes to Calcutta, she
finds no person or place compatible with her ideas and thinking. She
closes up herself and starts leading a life of loneliness and alienation.
Her loneliness is the loneliness of modern generation. It left the readers
to comprehend it as a compromise or distress or deceit, thus justifying
the postmodern character of the novel being open ended. Monisha’s
character reveals how closely Anita has tried to understand the
predicament of women, especially in India. Being a postmodernist writer,
Anita reveals in the novel the major postmodernist concern as lack of
communication thwarting marriage. Desai disrupts the totalising gestures
that continuously threaten to consume us.
To conclude the characters in Voices in the City are being
trapped in the web of postmodern eccentricity which leaves them selfdivided, unpredictable and unsupportive in a world of psychological
traumas.Simple plot elements lead to complex situations in the novel.
Desai is able to achieve remarkable depth and intensity. Although there
is absence of much action but it is compensated by her tremendous
depth in the expression of human spectacle.
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Liberal Multiculturalism, Polyphonic Voices And
Social Amalgamation In Kiran Desai’s The
Inheritance Of Loss : A Study
* Dr. Rabia Khanam
** Mr. Avinash
In India, if you are from the elite, dogs are extremely important. The
breed of the dog indicates your wealth, that you are westernised. The
cook, another human being, is on a much lower level than your dog. You
see this all the time.
Kiran Desai
Abstract
The above quote indicates debauchery that was prevalent
in society and which undermined the native culture.The works
of Kiran Desai manifest multiculturalism along with paradoxes
rampant in diverse cultures. Her novels abound in changing
cultural perspectives, the evolution of society as a whole, Indian
customs and manners etc. She is a prolific writer whose work
The Inheritance of Loss was widely acclaimed by critics and
earned her Man Booker prize in 2006. Desai’s novel studies
the existence of polyphonic voices, multiculturalism, indignant
representation of masses and examine the factors responsible
for exacerbating the problem.Multiculturalism reinforced the
harmonious co-existence of several cultures and symbolised
the concept of diversity. Indian Literature perfectly portrays
socio-cultural relationships of characters, their sense of alienation,
uprootedness etc. The paper manifests different socio-cultural,
political and regional voices in the fiction of Kiran Desai.
KEYWORDS: Cosmopolitan, Multiculturalism, polyphony,
Acclimatise, immigrant
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According to Said, there exists an intrinsic relationship between
culture and literature. He comments: Too often literature and culture
are presumed to be politically, even historically innocent; it has regularly
seemed otherwise to me, and certainly my study of orientalism has
convinced me that society and culture can only be understood and studied
together (27). The Inheritance of Loss by Kiran Desai exemplifies
multiculturalism and social milieu which had resulted in crumbled identities
for individuals. The characters in her novels are an epitome of
uprootedness experienced by them for instance, Gyan is misguided
Gorkha and Biju is portrayed as helpless nomad. The Inheritance of
Loss by Desai talks about identity crisis face by characters in a foreign
land and their attempts at resurrecting those identities. The novel presents
a kaleidoscopic picture of Indian society and qualms of various characters
about evolving socio-economic, linguistic and political conditions.
According to a critic: “Multicultural literature is the literature of diverse
groups. It is a combination of many streams. It is a Sangam that flows
towards the ocean, which specifies everything. The polyphonic voices
of the people, their customs, traditions or way of life etc. are beautifully
reflected in the multicultural literature.” (Chandra xii).
The Inheritance of Loss as a novel is replete with cultural
overtones and every character represents a cosmopolitan space that
has been created in a multicultural society in Kalimpong. The characters
seem to be experiencing a sense of alienation, since all of them belonged
to different cultural and ethnic backgrounds i.e. Father Booty was a
Swiss national, Gyan belonged to Gorkha community, Noni and Lola
were Bengalis. The background of characters represents their sense of
uprootedness from their own cultural community and their relentless
efforts at being a part of a new community. The characters have been
displaced both geographically and morally and try hard to acclimatise
themselves to new surroundings. For instance, Father Booty was an
illegal immigrant in India whose visa had expired but he had adapted
himself to Indian culture and mannerisms that his illegal status hardly
bothered him. Desai in her novel clarified that he “ ...knew he was a
foreigner but had lost the notion that he was anything but an Indian
foreigner…” (Desai 220).
The novel serves as a matrix of diverse cultural customs,
traditions, conventions etc and advocated interactions between Indian,
British and American cultures. There are many instances of intercultural
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conflicts and animosity in the novel along with the depiction of the gloomy
life of immigrants. The characters like Jemubhai Patel, Biju, Sai Mistry
etc have been living together in cosmopolitan society for a long period
of time. According to Desai, their colonial experiences are shared yet
their psychological conflicts are different from each other. For instance,
Jemubhai Patel felt like an outsider in his own culture and wanted to
embrace English culture in all its totality. He was well versed with English
language and mannerisms, yet he was always treated as an outsider but
he refused to acknowledge the psychological maltreatment meted out
to him. The characters in the novel suffer from problems of social
amalgamation which results in their ambivalent identities.
Sai Mistry was an educated granddaughter of Jemubhai who
felt alienated in multicultural society at Kalimpong and always yearned
for a true independent identity. The characters in the novel face
continuous psychological tussle and wait for equal opportunities for
themselves, negotiate with unstable diasporic spaces to establish their
own identities. The novel also focuses on colonial neurosis experienced
by characters, the impact of modernisation, consumerism and globalisation
which impacts the individuals extensively. The focus of the novel is on
the cultural representation of individuals, their dwindling cultural identities
and delineates an environment where they can extensively liberate
themselves from colonial clutches.
Desai has enumerated intermingling of British and Indian culture,
collision and cooperation engendered by various characters, conservative
customs etc. The characters of Jemubhai, Biju, Gyan etc are Indian in
their lineage but differ completely in their behaviour and ways of living.
The character of Jemubhai Patel is very intriguing and his social, cultural
and educational experiences are carved in the novel very effectively by
the writer. He was completely enamoured with British culture and was
thorough with intricacies of English Language. Jemubhai Patel seems
to be very ironic to the user because he detested his own native culture
and applauded the foreign culture. He wanted to free himself from his
own native conventions and wanted to adopt British ways of life
completely.
Many critics were of opinion that Jemubhai Patel felt alienated
from his own culture and in an attempt to adopt British culture he lost
his own credible identity and became an ambivalent individual who was
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devoid of an independent identity. He wanted to mimic the manners of
Britishers in order to adopt three lifestyles but ended up losing his own
nativity. His humiliating experiences at early days of his life at school
shattered him and he started hating his own skin colour and rustic accent.
As an individual Patel was torn between two debilitating identities and
was therefore annoyed at Indian ways of life. According to a critic:
“Desai weaves the weight of colonial history with its slow bum of
humiliation, and creates a rich tapestry of characters that live with the
question of identity and alienation, exiles at homes as well as abroad.”
(Nawale and Bite 121).
The picturesque description at beginning of the novel ensnares
a reader as it depicts the majestic beauty of Kanchenjunga in
Northeastern Himalayas. People seem to be calm and composed in
their demeanour but suffer from the psychological crisis. The political
unrest, communist insurgency, disruptions etc reveal gory truth that
pervades the novel and was narrated in a subtle manner by Desai. The
perception of Indian culture by Jemubhai irks reader at times because
he portrays himself in an image of “brown sahib” and ridicules common
Indian masses. He tried to evade several situations under the garb of
authority, his harrowing experiences of western life made him barely
human and therefore he strictly followed timetable as touring official in
Indian Civil Service to attain psychological stability in his life. “The tight
calendar had calmed him. as did the constant exertion of authority.”
(Desai 61).
Jemubhai suffered from an emotional void due to his inability to
accept differences between his own native culture and English culture.
He was entrapped in a meaningless world where he felt alienated from
his own culture and followed the culture of Englishmen. According to
Desai Jemubhai was the victim of ethnic discrimination and was
entrapped within a space of diaspora, he wanted to assimilate into an
alien culture but his efforts were thwarted continuously by them.
According to a critic “ If one calls oneself a diasporic, then one would
like to imitate the Jewish success-story - to be the same but different.”
(Fludernik xxi). The above lines depict the dilemma faced by characters
who were marginalised from mainstream culture and social problems
faced by them. The psyche of characters is explored in this novel by
Desai and the way in which people were represented culturally on the
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basis of their ethnic background, race, colour etc. According to G.N.
Saibaba, “The novel apparently puts is a critique of American imperialism
simultaneously celebrating and commenting on its multiculturalism
basically focusing on the state of immigrants there.” (in Sharma and
Tandon 152).
Every character in the novel suffers from different expectations
and problems, for instance, Biju faced the problems of alienation and
identity crisis which ultimately resulted in a wretched environment for
him. The experiences of immigrants were very bitter as they found
themselves to be alone in a foreign land amidst humiliation and negation.
The characters like Biju, Saeed, Harish, Lai etc were helmed by racial
discrimination and nostalgic reminiscences. These characters had to
endure humiliation, disgust, deplorable living conditions as they were
not accepted in mainstream culture. Biju was under content threat of
being captured due to his illegal status and therefore he reminisced over
his past days and called his conversations with his father, “The
atmosphere of Kalimpong reached Biju all the way in New York; it
swelled densely on the line and he could feel the pulse of the forest,
smell the humid air, the green-black lushness; he could imagine all its
different textures, the plumage of banana, the stark spear of the cactus,
the delicate gestures of ferns; he could hear the croak trrrr whonk, wee
wee butt ock butt ock of frogs in the spinach, the rising note welding
imperceptibly with the evening....” (Desai 230).
According to Desai the character of Gyan was presented in an
inferior manner due to his cultural background. He was involved in a
romantic liaison with Sai because he was fascinated by modernity and
warmth exuded by her. Gyan wanted to liberate himself from inferiority
along with other members of his community and therefore took part in
movements vociferously. He wanted to obliterate the differences which
were responsible for the wretched condition of his community. His
romance with Sai was more of a roller coaster ride as he detested her
western appearance and considered himself to be a thorough Indian.
The cultural differences between them resulted in their estrangement
as there was no emotional attachment between them. He chided Sai
for her excitement about Christmas party. He retorted: “Why do you
celebrate Christmas? You’re Hindu and you don’t celebrate Id or Guru
Nanak’s birthday or even Durga Puja or Dussehra or Tibetan New
Year.” (Desai 163).
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The idea of culture that is propagated in the novel is intrinsically
different for everyone because immigrants were subjugated in a foreign
land and their culture was considered to be an inferior one. As a result
of this kind of discrimination, they raged against authorities in form of
protests and movements to reclaim their own lost self and identity. Culture
is actually a way of life which included language, habits, mannerism etc
that are passed on from one generation to another. Desai depicted a
strained relationship between Sai and Biju on the basis of cultural
differences. These characters were embroiled in their own perceptions
and ideas therefore always found faults with each other’s cultures rather
than embracing them. The novel recounts Sai as “She who could not
eat with her hands: could not squat down on the ground on her haunches
to wait for a bus: who had never been to a temple but for architectural
interest: never chewed a paan and had not tried most sweets in the
mithai shop. for they made her retch; she who left a Bollywood film so
exhausted from emotional wear and tear that she walked home like a
sick person and lay in pieces on the sofa: she who thought it vulgar to
put oil in your hair and used paper to clean her bottom: felt happier with
so-called English vegetables, snap peas. French beans, spring onions,
and feared -feared- loki, tinda, kathal, kaddu. patrel, and the local
saag in the market.” (Desai 176)
The language use in the novel is very intriguing since it is very
culturally specific as Desai being a diaspora writer uses culturally specific
contexts and Indian languages to enunciate cultural differences. Desai
has used words from Indian languages to give more nuanced versions
of Indian culture and has tried to question the issues related to
assimilation, race, nationality etc in her works.
There are several instances of intercultural differences within
the novel and how a hierarchy exists within the same structural
framework. For instance, when young insurgents, members of the
Gorkha Liberation army barge into the house of judge they force cook
to prepare pakoras for them rather than muffins and tea. The idea of
Indian snack over an English one reiterates the cultural and social gap
that existed between people of Kalimpong and the family of the judge.
The author seems to have internalised the cultural
presuppositions through various characters by incorporating conflict
prevalent in multicultural societies. The characters in novel juggle
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continuously with their own cultural identity and try to get accustomed
to forces of modernisation, multiculturalism, diversity, ethnicity etc.
Desai’s works are infused with themes of trauma, human psychology
and human deprivation which are weaved into pragmatic language by
her. The characters in the novel suffer from hybrid identities and
ambivalence, in an attempt to mimic the manners of another culture
these characters end up losing their own identity.
Cultural representation in novels of Kiran Desai is very astute
and she ensnares the reader with pragmatic use of imagery and allusions.
Culture as a way of life corroborates the definitions given by critics like
Raymond Williams, Terry Eagleton, Matthew Arnold etc and reflects
different ideologies being perpetuated in society. Through her works,
Desai has intensified the class distinctions that were present in society
and questioned the biased depictions of marginalised characters in literary
works. Her works are a perfect example of polyphonic voices of people
from different strata of society and their efforts in breaking the societal
moulds. The canon of Indian Literature encompasses revolutionary
works which aim at creating a modern framework in a society devoid
of all sorts of prejudices and create equanimity in society.
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Sikh Diasporic Consciousness in Anita Rau
Badami’s Can You Hear the Nightbird Call?
*Dr. Ashoo Toor
Abstract
Thinking of the diaspora not as an empirical category, but
as a conceptual frame, diasporic critique brings into question
the centrality of a fixed and stable home, where both homeland
and diaspora are understood as inter-related and mutually
constituted spaces. The very idea of ‘home’ evokes the temporal
and spatial politics of home, the sense of self, displacement,
intimacy, exclusion and inclusion. Ever since the existence of
human beings on the earth, one has had to face seminal issues
of attachment to the homeland, voluntary or forced migration,
and thereafter, attempts for acculturation, adaptation and
assimilation. Immigrants carry the cultural baggage of their
homeland with them through their memory, which makes the
question of cultural identity a very potent one. The paper focuses
on the issue of Sikh diasporic consciousness and cultural identity
in Can You Hear the Nightbird Call? authored by IndoCanadian diasporic writer, Anita Rau Badami. Besides primarily
dealing with the memory and quest for the self, the cultural gap
and the complexities of Indian family life, the author’s appraisal
seems to be that in the politics of the homeland, which range
from the effect of the partition on the Sikh community abroad specifically the Sikh diaspora in Canada - to Operation Bluestar,
the Anti-Sikh riots, and the Kanishka aircrash - the religious
resurgence in the native soil affects both co-religionists in the
motherland and the Sikh diaspora alike. The paper shall study
how the past and the present conditions of the homeland are
narrated through the memory and experience of its Sikh
diasporic characters.
Assistant Professor of English Department of Agricultural Journalism,
Languages & Culture Punjab Agricultural University, Ludhiana
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Keywords:Diasporic consciousness, cultural identity,
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Indo-Canadian diasporic writer, Anita Rau Badami weaves a
distinct narrative of the diasporic consciousness of the immigrants. The
central motif of her diasporic writing is constructed around the need to
redefine the idea of cultural identity in the face of displacement and
dislocation. Their attempts of acculturation, adaptation and assimilation
notwithstanding, the immigrants carry the cultural baggage of their
homeland - their cultural and religious identity – in their memory. In her
novel, Can You Hear the Nightbird Call?, Anita Rau Badami develops
the idea of diasporic consciousness of the Sikh community. Far from
their homeland, they are not divorced from the religious insurgency
back home. She describes the relationship of the diasporic Sikh community
in the Lower Mainland region of British Columbia to their ancestral
‘home’ in the affective register of loss and longing: A taut rope tied
them all to “home”, whether India or Pakistan. They saw their distant
home as if through a telescope, every small wound or scar or flare back
there exaggerated, exciting their imaginations and their emotions, bringing
tears to their eyes. They were like obsessed stargazers, whose distance
from the thing they observed made it all the brighter, all the more
important. (65)
The novel is set against the backdrop of partition and the mass
exodus of the Hindus and Sikhs to India, the splitting of Punjab, the
unnerving attempts of the minority Sikhs to ‘feel settled’ in Delhi, the
heartland of India, and immigration of the Sikh community to Canada in
large numbers. The minority Sikh community reels in continuous exile
with the psyche of ‘not-belonging’, and ‘home’ is not a comfortable
space yet. Referred to as ‘refugees’, the Sikhs from the ‘other Punjab’
are yet to feel at home in ‘this Punjab’. Anita Rau Badami’s Can You
Hear the Nightbird Call? spans a crucial sixty years of Indian history
of the Sikh community of Punjab and its immigrants to Canada,
commencing ten years before Independence (and Partition), and ending
after the blow-up of Air India flight 182 (Kanishka) headed to India
from Toronto on June 23, 1985, killing all 329 people on board. The
nightbird’s call, signifying a web of warning, is knit tightly around all the
stories that unfold through the novel, mainly of sisters Kanwar, the sweet,
plain elder one; and Sharan, the shrewd and pretty younger one, their
marriages, descendants and unfolding futures.
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The novel is divided into five parts and the narrative gives an
account of the poetics of exile and homelessness in the life of three
Sikh women, linked in love and tragedy as victims of torture and violence
that ensued in partition riots. The novel depicts the lives of its three
women protagonists, shaped by migration and movement – in the case
of Sharanjeet Kaur, aka Bibi Ji, and Leela Bhat who move to Canada;
and in the case of Nirmaljeet Kaur aka Nimmo, the daughter of Kanwar,
who moves to Delhi. The story gives a mention of incidents that start
shaping right from the historical Komagata Maru (1914), Partition of
India (1947), Operation Bluestar (1984) and the bombing of Kanishka
(1985). Spanning a wide timeframe and moving between two countries,
the novel begins in India in 1926 and ends in Canada in 1986.
The novel, narrated by Bibi Ji, Nimmo and Leela Bhat, begins
in a small village in Punjab, Panjaur. Bibi Ji, who was called Sharan
back then, grew up listening to the “endless stories [of her father] of a
ship called the Komagata Maru and a voyage that ended in nothing”
(5). Her father, Harjot Singh, was an unfortunate passenger on the ship,
who spent two years and all the money he possessed to reach Canada,
but, along with 376 other passengers, was not allowed to disembark in
Vancouver. The forced return and a further accusation of treason by
his own country etch the trauma so severely in his mind that he is never
really present. “In his mind, he was continents away, in a green and
blue city called Vancouver, which he had once seen from the deck of a
ship – a place that had turned him away from its shores as if he were a
pariah dog” (10). His unfulfilled dream is realized by Sharan, who
moves to Vancouver after her marriage and “overcome(s) time and
space and won the country that had turned her father away all those
years ago” (36).
In Vancouver, she is known as Bibi Ji, and her husband,
Khushwant Singh is Pa Ji. Like many other members of the Indian
community settled in Canada, they come to realise that “In the blank
slate of a foreign country … you could scribble the truth any way you
wanted … spin history using longing for yarn and imagination for loom”
(203). In an attempt to reinvent themselves and also create a homeland,
Pa Ji is busy working on writing public history titled ‘The Popular and
True History of the Sikh Diaspora’. Bibi Ji establishes herself as a
successful entrepreneur, running her husband’s restaurant - The Delhi
Junction Café – while Pa Ji, recollecting his own days of struggle in
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settling in Canada, runs an open house, welcoming and accommodating
everyone from his homeland. This longing for the homeland and the
memory of the past, makes him treat all younger, recent immigrants to
Canada as his younger brothers. “Anyone was welcome: relatives,
friends, refugees, children of friends on their way to somewhere else,
they were all ushered in” (42). Pa Ji remembers how people helped him
when he landed in this strange country and his open house, called The
Taj Mahal, is a way of paying back. “We are strangers in this land and
have nobody but our own community to turn to” (47).
Pa Ji is happy that his religion is flourishing. Rayaprol remarks
“Religion is another identity marker that helps Indians to preserve their
individual self-awareness and group cohesion” (qtd. in Transnationalism
530). Eliezer and Sternberg opine, “Immigrants are more religious when
they enter into a new land than they were previously because religion
outside the home territory provides important identity markers that help
to perpetuate and preserve individual self-awareness and cohesion in
the group. Religion, apart from its spiritual dimensions, acts as a major
force in binding immigrants together, and at the same time, sacralizes
one’s self identity” (Transnationalism 530). In the diasporic location of
Canada, Pa Ji maintains ties with his Sikh associates in an effort to
uphold the religious identity he shares with them. On the same count, he
also insists on being ‘multidenominational as far as festivals went, and
celebrated them all – Baisakhi, Diwali, Eid, Hannukah, Christmas” (38).
For the immigrants in Canada, religious dissimilarities are not powerful
and dominant obligations. The diasporic characters are not so acutely
aware of either the religious or the cultural divide. There is a sense of
shared community life in the initial phase. Even when violence tore
apart their homes back in India, Hindus, Sikhs and Muslims continued
to share a common identity on account of belonging to the same
homeland.
The Delhi Junction Café is “full of Sikhs chattering in Punjabi,
sipping milky chai and eating hot jalebis” (134). In spite of the partition
and consequent violence in India, Muslim immigrants in Canada, like
Hafeez Ali and his friend, Ali Bhai, too regularly visit The Delhi Junction
Café. Food and cuisine form a significant feature of Indian identity in
the diaspora. As Lessinger points out, “food, clothes and music … are a
powerful reminder of ‘home’ and become even more intensely important
to immigrants as the visible signs of ethnic identity” (qtd. in
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Transnationalism 530). Common food habits play a major part in joining
members of the subcontinent in a fraternal bond. Thus, the politics of
the homeland was not so strong a force, at least in Canada during the
days of partition of India and Pakistan. The characters away from their
homeland do have feelings of dislocation, the pain of not being on their
native soil, but the sense of common ethnic belonging surpasses any
other feelings of ill will because of religion or community. Bibi Ji happily
comments, “Inside my home, it will always be Punjab” (134). The
diasporic experience described by Uma Parmeswaran is reinforced:
“Every immigrant transplants part of his native land in the new country”
(qtd. by Rathod 276). Bibi Ji and Pa Ji recreate a semblance of homeland
in Vancouver.
Leela Bhat’s narrative of displacement is all about being neither
here nor there. Born of a German mother and an Indian father, she is
“straddling two worlds” (92). Not quite accepted by her grandmother
and the rest of the family during her childhood, she hovers “on the
outskirts of their family’s circle of love” (74). Badami brings in the
allusion to the myth of ‘Trishanku’ to describe Leela’s dilemma. As
Leela’s grandmother tells her other grandchildren the story of the poor
king “condemned to hang upside down between the two worlds, unable
to do anything other than wait for the universe to end”, Leela comes to
realise that “she is half here and half there” (78). It is the family cook
who consoles the little girl: “So what is wrong with being like Trishanku?
Was he not a lucky fellow to have a foot in two worlds? Did he not have
a heaven of his own around him? … The thing is to understand how to
make use of this ability” (83-84). Sadly, Leela is never able to make
use of this ability and can never call any place her home.
Leela’s marriage to Balu gives her a sense of belonging;
however, their subsequent migration to Canada unsettles her again. She
hopes to “make this corner of the world her own till it was time to return
home” (111). After a visit to Bangalore, eighteen years later, as she is
literally between the two worlds, an hour and half away from Heathrow
airport, she wonders, “Where was home exactly? Back in Vancouver
or ahead of her in India? She had forgotten, lost her bearings” (391)
and the image of Trishanku “a floating, rootless, accursed creature, up
in the air” tortures her (392). It is precisely at this moment that she
rewords her familiar childhood song “This is the house that Rama Shastri
built. This is the tamarind tree in the house that Rama Shastri built …
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to… This is the house that we bought. This is the house with pine trees
and hydrangeas, roses and clematis” (392). As the realization dawns on
her that Vancouver is as much her home as Bangalore once was, the illfated Kanishka crashes and she dies, practically no where, between
two continents !
The story of Nirmaljeet Kaur or Nimmo brings in the reference
to the Sikh separatist movement gaining momentum back home. While
her mother Kanwar weathers the brutal mob violence of the partition
and ends her life, six year old Nimmo is adopted by a poor family, and is
later married to Satpal, with whom she builds a happy, loving life, in
spite of an impoverished living. Nimmo isn’t sure whether the memories
that haunt her “were in fact memories or figments of her imagination”
(159). She lives with a constant fear of the memory of the trauma of
partition, of being “pulled out from under your feet”, waking up one day
and finding that she has “no family or home in the land” her forefathers
“had tilled for a hundred years” and “knowing only half your story”
(159). A chance encounter between Leela and Satpal, who hands a
piece of paper to Leela, wanting her to locate Nimmo’s aunt, Sharan,
somewhere in Canada; and the subsequent letter from Bibi Ji brings
back her past and the vague memories of her mother, “of the memories
of a pair of feet dangling above a dusty floor, their clean pink soles
smelling delicately of lavender soap” (159). Bibi Ji’s visit to her long lost
niece is her way of trying to erase the guilt she always suffered from –
for having snatched her sister’s fate – for stealing the matrimonial match
that came for her sister, Kanwar. Bibi Ji’s offer to take Jasbeer, the
eldest son of Nimmo, to Vancouver to educate him, leads the idea of
displacement on to the next generation.
The invasion of the Golden Temple in Amritsar and the
subsequent assassination of Indira Gandhi in Delhi, led to the reemergence of Dr Randhawa in Vancouver. The ties of communalism
and religious concord are stronger than that of personal friendships.
Jasbeer, who lives now with Bibi Ji ad Pa Ji, is easily drawn towards the
Sikh separatist cause. Jasbeer had never settled well in Vancouver.
Resentful of his parents’ decision to send him away, he has discovered
a sense of identity only in the stories of Sikh ancestry, real and imagined,
told to him by Bibi-ji’s husband, Pa-ji. Jasbeer’s situation and his affinity
with the cause brings into context Vijay Mishra’s contention that “When
not available in any ‘real’ sense, homeland exists as an absence that
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acquires surplus meaning by the fact of diaspora, so that Sikhs in
Vancouver and Tamils in Toronto clamour for a homeland …” (2).
Jasbeer’s idea of an imaginary homeland makes him turn to “violence
and killing” (398) in his “fight for a free country” (397). The violence
against Sikhs and the brutal end of his family back home hardens him
and fuelled by Dr Randhawa’s violent rhetoric, he, along with others of
his community, becomes thirsty for revenge. “A knife in the heart. A
dagger in the back. An insult. An outrage. Shock, then anger, spread
across the world like acid, burning into the soul of every Sikh .” (336).
Pa Ji’s death inside the Golden Temple is not only a personal
loss to Bibi Ji. It also signals the death of tolerance and human
sympathies. The environment is communally charged in Vancouver.
Lalloo starts wearing Indian salwar and turban instead of pants and hat;
and grows moustache and beard to reclaim affinity with his community.
In India too, things are pretty much the same. Nimmo, an ardent admirer
of Indira Gandhi feels hurt and angry on visiting the bullet ridden Golden
Temple. “I am not the only one who feels this way. Indiraji may have
withdrawn the tanks from the Golden Temple, but she has left a sea of
anger behind. I hope we all don’t drown in it” (344). Nimmo’s worst
fears turn out true. The open rage among the Sikh community in India
and Canada in the aftermath of Operation Bluestar and the subsequent
assassination of Indira Gandhi, consumes the lives of Nimmo’s husband
and son, who are torched to death by putting burning tyres around their
necks, and her daughter, whom she locks up in a steel almirah to save
her honour, is set aflame by an angry Hindu mob. Revenge had to be
exacted. Like many others who were burnt with this desire, Jasbeer
too, gets emotionally involved and is implicated in the Kanishka bombing
that resulted in the death of all 329 passengers aboard, including Leela
Bhat.
The chapter, ‘Silences’ is suggestive, for it is Bibi Ji’s silence
on the matter of sabotage of the Air India Kanishka that led to the death
of her Hindu friend, Leela. She was aware of the plans of sabotage all
the while. Pity and forgiveness are not to be employed; only settling of
scores will work. While Lalloo ensures Jasbeer does not get an Air
India flight while going to India to meet his mother; Leela informs Bibi
Ji about Lalloo managing to get her a seat on the Air India flight. Bibi Ji
“hung up the telephone and leaned her head against the wall … there is
nothing to talk about” (383). After the crash, both Bibi Ji and Nimmo
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confront similar collapse of human concerns, be it neighbourhood or
friendship. Across borders, both women undergo similar experiences of
loss, destruction and isolation. In the politics of the homeland, the religious
insurgence in the native soil makes inroads to the diaspora in Canada,
leading to devastating and ravaging outcomes.
The writer, Badami, effectively weaves the diasporic experience
in various representations. While the “diasporas do not return to their
homeland (real or imagined)” (Mishra 2), they do reveal a longing for
home, the idea of home though constituted differently for each character.
Jasbeer longs for home, but when his letter to Bibi Ji arrives from jail,
he tells her that he would be home soon. “Home? She thinks. Her heart
flutters with hope for a moment. But which one? (395). Bibi Ji herself,
has already accepted her hybrid identity in Canada and considers it a
safe haven for her community of minorities. “We are Canadian now.
Also I don’t like the idea of more partition and separation, more fiddling
with borders” (257). Pa Ji is pleased that “Sikhs were scattered all over
the world, like seeds that had exploded from a seed pod” (60), but has
no desire to return to India himself. Lalloo is filled with resentment on
the possibilities of the ruin of the Sikh community. “That’s why they
could go in like that and trample in our beliefs. I am beginning to like the
idea of divorce from lndia” (337). Dr Randhawa would commute
between England and Canada, gathering his diasporic community and
inciting in them a passion for their distinct identity, but would not merge
into the same community back home, in India. He would talk of a separate
homeland for the Sikhs in India, while not planning to live in India himself.
Nimmo has never known a home – a home that is secure that is. Leela
with a lifelong homing desire for Bangalore in India, realizes in her final
moments that Vancouver was home, but stays a “Trishanku for all
eternity” (396-97), with neither country claiming her as its own.
Anita Rau Badami deftly weaves the personal and the political
against the backdrop of historical events that are a testimony to the
issues of identity, both in India and the multiethnic Canada. The butterfly
effect of world events spun throughout the novel dissolves boundaries,
both temporal and spatial ones, at the same time as it erects new ones. At
the temporal level, the conflicts centred in a single land often get travelled
by way of its diaspora, to a global level. At the spatial level, the lack of
concern of the First World is what throws the Third World into
uncertainty and communal radicalism. As a fellow worshipper accuses
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Bibi-ji and Pa-ji in the premises of the Golden Temple: “Didn’t you
know? ‘How could you not know? It is people like you sitting in foreign
countries, far away from everything, nice and safe,
who create trouble. You are the ones who give money to these terrorists,
and we are the ones who suffer!” (326). The author’s appraisal seems
to be that though the politics of the homeland may affect the natives
and the diaspora in the same measure, it is always the natives who
endure more pain, more loss and more death.
In the novel, the past and the present conditions are narrated
by the diaspora, particularly through the experiences of Bibi Ji. Issues
like settlement, political upheaval, partition, economic crisis, religious
unrest etc. are treated with panache through the authorial sensibility of
Badami. The diasporic Sikh consciousness practically relives its
collective traumatic loss and destruction etched in Sikh religious and
political history.
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Dyslexia From the Inside Out: A Study of Lynn Pelkey’s
Autobiographical Essay “In the LD Bubble”
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Abstract
Life writing has witnessed a tremendous increase in the
twenty first century in the form of autobiography, biography,
memoir, diary travel writing, autobiographical essay and so on.
Life writing is the medium through which disabled people bring
out their own perspective related to disability. The present paper
attempts to study Lynn Pelkey’s autobiographical essay “In the
LD Bubble” in order to understand the embodied experience
of Pelkey with a learning disability called as dyslexia. As a
child with learning disability, Pelkey always felt inferior because
she was viewed as lesser human beings by the society. While
studying the psychological internalisation of society’s negative
attitude by Pelkey, insights from the disability scholar James I.
Charlton book Nothing About Us Without Us (2000) have
been drawn. Pelkey’s internalisation of the negative attitudes
developed false consciousness in her and hence, she alienated
herself from others. The paper concludes that disabled people’s
misjudgement by the normal society can hamper their progress
and in the long run is detrimental to their well being. The paper
suggests that society should strive towards creating more
inclusive environment so that disabled people should not feel
alienated.
Keywords: Life Writing, Autobiographical Essay, Learning
Disability, Dyslexia, Inferior, Internalisation, False consciousness,
Alienation.
*Sr. Assistant Professor Department of English University of Jammu
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The twenty first century has seen a tremendous increase in life writing.
Life writing is a broad term that includes different types of personal
narratives such as biography autobiography, memoir, diary, travel writing,
autobiographical essay and so on. Life writing serves as a counterdiscourse to the traditional misrepresentation of disability by the nondisabled writers. Thomas G. Couser, the disability theorist in the article
titled as “Signifying Selves: Disability and Life Writing” writes, “In life
writing, disability autobiographers work from this initial position of preinscription and seek to destigmatize their conditions, responding to wider
cultural misrepresentations about the nature of a life lived with disability”
(1). It provides an authentic account of disability as they are written
from the insider’s perspective. Autobiographical essay, one of the forms
of life writing deals with author’s personal experiences. It is a short
account of some aspect of a writer’s life. In her autobiographical essay
“In the LD Bubble,” Pelkey discusses about her struggle with a learning
disability called as dyslexia. Dyslexia is a reading disability that affects
a person’s ability to read, write and spell. People with dyslexia have a
hard time in reading comprehension and makes a lot of mistakes while
reading. Pelkey’s essay “In the LD Bubble” provides the embodied
experience of a dyslexic. Misjudgement of her abilities by the society
resulted in Pelkey’s internalisation of negative attitudes of society that
ultimately led to false consciousness and alienation in her.
Pelkey recalls that as a child, she always wanted to be like
other normal children but her dyslexia always made her feel different.
Frequently, she encountered people who pitied her. Some people around
her had given up on her due to her reading disability while others looked
at her as if she was an exhibit at the zoo. Such attitude of the people
towards her disability led to the feelings of loneliness and separateness
that she felt from normal people. She painfully recalls that her dyslexia
made her feel that she was not normal. Initially, she had no idea what
dyslexia was but from people’s attitude, she realised that it was a bad
thing.
Pelkey is critical of the negative attributes that are attached to
people with dyslexia. Dyslexia is seen in negative terms only and the
positive aspects of it are always ignored and overlooked. She writes
that if she had been treated as “gifted and talented” life would have
been different for her and she would not have seen herself as inferior.
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The society’s negative attitudes make people with dyslexia feel inferior
and sometimes they begin to hate themselves when people misjudge
them and their abilities. The self hate that Pelkey felt was also due the
perceptions of others regarding her. They believed that she was less
than others due to her inability and taught her to accept their perceptions
towards her. The students used to call her “Stupid,” “Mental” and “Idiot.”
James Charlton in his book Nothing About Us Without Us (2000)
discusses about the psychological internalisation of negative attitudes
by the disabled people. Due to psychological internalisation, they develop
self-pity, self-hate, shame and so on. Being disabled, Pelkey too
internalised the negative attitudes of the society towards disability and
hence developed self hate.
As a child growing up, she felt like any other normal child but
when she reached elementary school, she began to feel different from
others. It was found that she had difficulty in reading and writing, the
characteristics associated with dyslexia. Seeing her learning disability,
she was removed from the mainstream class and put in special programs
in order to assist her in learning. Dan Goodley, the disability theorist in
his book Disability Studies: An Interdisciplinary Introduction (2011)
writes, “People with learning difficulties, who fail to meet
developmentalist stages, are discarded from mainstream educational
systems because of their lack of fit with educational prerogatives” (7).
She recounts that in gym, art classes and playing games, she was same
as any other normal child but academically she was lagging behind
other children of her class. Consequently, she hated going to school and
no longer enjoyed the company of her classmates due to her disability.
According to Charlton, psychological internalisation of negative attitudes
by people with disabilities leads to alienation in them.
The society’s misjudgement of Pelkey due to her disability
developed false consciousness in her and she began to alienate herself
from others. She did not like the way she was segregated from her
normal classroom to the special room where even teachers had low
opinion of her. She recalls:At times, I was physically separated from
my classmates. During these times, I was brought to the “special class”
room where I would receive help with my school work, in hopes of
bringing me “up to my class level.” No one ever said this to me directly;
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it was what I overheard: “She is not as well as the other children,” “she
is having difficulty,” “Scoring low,” “Not Trying,” “Lazy.” I knew the
latter two were not true, but they certainly did not make me feel good
about myself. It was in these ways that I became less than. (18)
Pelkey is critical of the “Retard Room” where she had to study
most of her classes. In the “Retard Room,” she felt discriminated
because the environment of the room was different from the normal
classrooms. It consisted of one large room. There were no individual
desks but large rectangular tables which did not face the front of the
room and placed randomly throughout the room. The room only
reinforced her feeling that she was not normal. She writes, “This room
only fortified my feelings that I was dumb. Something was very wrong.
All the other kids my age were growing up, but I still was in kindergarten.
I felt humiliated going in and out of that room” (21). The incident shows
that Pelkey was impaired but the environment of the special room made
her feel disabled. It further made her feel inferior and reinforced her
belief that she was lesser than others and made her hate herself. Charlton
writes that due to internalisation of negative attitudes, people with
disabilities believe that they are lesser than others. He writes, “Most
people with disabilities actually come to believe they are less normal,
less capable than others” (27).
Pelkey describes of her one unique experience during her junior
high school when she did learn outside the “Retard Room.” She had
made few friends outside the “Retard Room” and would walk to their
classes with them. Paul, the teacher was really kind to her. Once, when
she was hanging out, Paul asked her if she wanted to join the class and
she replied in affirmative. Immediately, she took the seat next to her
friend. Having no book or paper, she just sat there and listened. It was
the normal classroom consisting of normal students and she really enjoyed
learning with the normal students. From that day, she started skipping
the class she was supposed to attend during that particular period and
began to attend Paul’s algebra class regularly. One day, something
unexpected happened as she started understanding what Paul was
teaching. She even began participating in the class by raising her hand
and answering the questions the teacher used to ask in the classroom.
She was a learning disabled child and she had problem in multiplying
and dividing numbers and she need elaborated ways to come up with
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the answer but she was not memorising, she was thinking and figuring
out the answer. She writes, “I was learning. This was one of the first
experiences that shot a pinhole in the bubble that trapped me in my
LDness” (21). The instance shows that learning disabled children are
not dumb and with proper teaching methods and support in the class,
they can learn and succeed in their lives.
When she reached the seventh grade, she had to undergo four
surgeries for a birth defect that had gone undetected when she was a
child. As a result, she had to miss the school. So, a tutor was appointed
to teach her. Pelkey admits that she shared a close bond with the tutor.
It was her tutor, who first talked to her about her disability directly. She
recollects that her tutor treated her as normal and even her expectations
from Pelkey were normal. She was very patient while teaching her and
taught her systematically step by step. Her tutor would not move ahead
until Pelkey had clearly understood what she had taught. She did a lot
of repetition while teaching her and Pelkey never felt bored or idle. It
was because of her tutor that she was able to keep up with her class
even though she had missed a lot of school. It points to the fact that
learning disabled children take time in understanding the things taught
and can learn with a lot of repetition.
As an adolescent, Pelkey also took her job very seriously and
always felt proud to work. The hard she worked, the more praise and
positive reinforcement she received from her bosses. Further, she
worked hard because it gave her a sense of freedom from being so
needy. At home and school, she was dependent on her parents and
teachers but at work, she had the opportunity to prove herself, so she
continued to work hard. But one day, despite her hard work her boss
humiliated her when she was not able to read words from paint tube.
She was not able to read words because of her learning disability. She
recalls that one day, her boss was doing an inventory and he asked for
her help and she willingly agreed to help him. She had to tell him the
product and count while he recorded. But when they came to the paints,
she was not able to read the words on the paint tube because the words
on the paint tube were like foreign language for her. When she told her
boss that she could not read the words, he became angry and snatched
the paint tube from her and in disgust said “BURNT UMBER” two to
three times in a loud voice.
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Pelkey felt embarrassed when he humiliated her. She writes, “I
was so embarrassed but that wasn’t enough for him. He started in on
me. “You can’t read this” How old are you? What the hell is wrong
with you” You’II never go to college! You’II never be anything!” (24)
The remarks of her boss made her hurt so much that Pelkey was not
able to forget the incident. According to her, he confirmed what she had
secretly feared that she was stupid, she would not succeed in her life
and never go to college. Next day, when she returned to work, her boss
wanted to talk to her. She became nervous because she did not want to
lose her job. When she appeared before him, he apologised for the
previous day incident and offered to help her if she needed. She really
wanted to forget the incident, but could not because his remarks greatly
hurt her. She did not accept his apology because by apologising her
boss was actually showing pity at her and she did not want to be pitied
by anyone for her learning disability. She refused the offer of his help
and went back to her work. James Charlton in his book Nothing About
Us Without Us maintains that people with disabilities do not like to be
pitied by others because it is imposed on them. He writes, “Pity, like its
source, paternalism, presupposes superiority. It is projected onto people”
(55). So, when Pelkey’s boss took pity on her, she did not like it and
rejected his offer of help.
Pelkey also recalls how she entered the college life. The
negative attitudes of the people had affected her so much that she felt
that she could never go to college. One day, her mother encouraged her
to go with her to an open house at the local community college. She
agreed to go but she had no intention to get admitted in the college. She
went there just for the sake of her mother. There she started talking to
a woman about her diagnosis of Learning Disability and the woman
assured her that if she wanted to learn they would teach her. Finally,
she decided to go to the college but due to her Learning Disability she
was afraid that she would not be able to continue the college. She was
afraid because people had predicted that she would never go to college.
But still she wanted to go to the college. Mostly, people with learning
disabilities prefer to pass as non disabled because their learning
disabilities are not visible. So, they want to avoid the discrimination that
people with Learning Disability have to face. But passing is detrimental
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to their well being and Pelkey knew it very well. So, instead of hiding
her disability she preferred to come out. So, she spoke with her Professors
at college about her dyslexia.
It points to the fact that if Learning Disabled people have to
progress they should accept their disability and talk about it with others.
She knew that studying in a college meant for normal students would be
challenging for her but still she decided to accept the challenge. In
college, a great development took place in her. She learned to become
an advocate for herself. She never felt helpless. She wanted to be one
of the best students and worked hard. She also felt happy that she was
taught with normal students. She really felt included. At first, she felt
hesitant in answering the questions the teachers used to ask in the class.
But soon she realised that she was not different from others and
began to ask and answer the questions asked in the class. She writes,
“And I was learning, right along with the normal students. The gap
that was once about the size of the Grand Canyon was beginning to
close” (28).
Through her autobiographical essay, Pelkey realistically brings
out the feelings of what it is like to live with a learning disability. She had
difficulty in reading that led to the feeling that she was a lesser human
being. Her continuous encounter with the negative attitude of the people
led to internalisation that greatly affected her self-confidence and selfesteem. Finally, the self-discovery about her abilities brought a great
change in her life. It is concluded that learning disabled individuals should
receive full support and positive response from the society in order to
progress in their lives. The way she began to talk about her disability
and became an advocate for herself points to the fact that learning
disabled individuals should become an advocate for themselves and
should not be ashamed to talk about their problems and the special
services that they require in order to succeed. Further, she suggests
learning disabled people should not try to hide their disability and should
boldly talk about it with their teachers, friends and society at large as
disability is just a part of their life and not their whole identity and society
on its part should not discriminate against them. The paper further
suggests that society should give due importance to their abilities and
provide proper services so that their abilities can develop properly.
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History : Graham Swift’s Waterand as a
Historiographic Metafictioin
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Abstract:
An interest in self-reflexive historical reconstruction is marked
as a strong feature of 1960s postmodern fiction. There arose a
confrontation between metafiction and history in the realm of
the novel throughout the 1970s and 1980s. However, postmodern
commentators such as Linda Hutcheon and Hayden White
noted that in the nineteenth century the disciplines of literature
and history were regarded as quite comfortably related, not
because history was considered fictional, but because the faith
in realist art meant that the novel could be considered ‘factual’.
Hence the novel came to epitomize what Linda Hutcheon calls,
“historiographic metafiction” Historiographic metafiction is a
self –conscious work of fiction concerned with the writing of
history. History is not ‘the past’ but a narrative based on
documents and other materials created in the past. Graham
Swift’s Waterland is a novel preoccupied with the relationship
between fiction and history; it is an exploration of ways in which
narrative mediates and constructs history. The aim of the paper
is to examine Waterland as a postmodern historiographic
metafiction. The novel combines both the fictive and historical
narration through the method of story-telling. The paper shall
focus on how the method of story-telling becomes an integral
part of the narrative and how Tom Crick, the protagonist-a
history teacher- is engaged in the act of story-telling through
which he tries to give shape to past events like a historian.
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The term “Postmodern” emerged in the 1960s to describe a
frequent use of random techniques, mixed and merged styles and
increasingly provisional methods in certain type of fiction. It was originally
coined in the 1940s to identify a reaction against the Modern movement
in architecture. However, it first began to be widely used in the 1960s
by American Cultural critics and commentators such as Susan Sontag
and Leslie Fiedler who sought to describe a ‘new sensibility’ in literature
which either rejected modernist attitudes and techniques or adapted or
extended them ( Nicol 2009: 1). Gradually the term began to figure not
only in literary criticism and architecture but also in academic disciplines
such as social theory, cultural and media studies, visual arts, philosophy
and history. As such postmodernism became overloaded with meaning.
The term came to refer to a set of ideas and practices that reject
hierarchy, stability and categorization. In the words of Linda Hutcheon
postmodernism is characterized as “a mood arising out of sense of the
collapse of all those foundations of modern thought which seem to
guarantee a reasonably stable sense of Truth, Knowledge, self and value”
(Hutcheon 1989:345). Further, postmodernist theorist like Lean-Francois
Lyotard sees postmodernism as a movement which seeks to undermine
‘grand narratives’. Lyotard argues that postmodernity prefers ‘little
narratives’, those which do not attempt to present an overreaching ‘Truth’
but offer a qualified, limited ‘truth’, one relative to a particular situation
(Nicol 2009:12).
In postmodernism ‘History’ works as an example of how life is
innately textualised and therefore questionable. It seems that the type
of novel which gestures towards ‘historical’ authenticity, but which
consciously deploys fictional tropes to attain that quality, in some ways
must demonstrate the gap between written text and truth. This, further,
make the novel take a new turn, - ‘a postmodern turn in historiographical
writing (Groot 119 ). Theorists such as Hayden White, Nancy Partner,
Louise Mink, Alun Munslow and Keith Jenkins have conceptualized
‘history’ as a set of narrative tropes. For Hayden White, rhetoric and
metaphor are an integral part of history writing. He asserts that history
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is a narrative form rather than an account of historical ‘truth’. It is this
narrative historiography that gives meaning to the past. Hayden does
not deny the existence of the past but in his view the past could be
accessed through a historical narrative and as such historiography, being
a literary enterprise, a narrative form, becomes the determining factor
in understanding the past. Such writers have interrogated the idea that
historical writings might communicate anything to the reader about the
‘past’. Linda Hutcheon sees historical fiction as the clearest artistic
expression of postmodernism. What Hutcheon terms ‘historiographic
metafiction’ is characterized by contrariness, and in this selfreflexiveness, subversiveness, and particularly in its meditation upon
history and identity, is found the very expression of postmodern
sensibility(Hutcheon 1988:5).
In her first book Narcissistic Narrative (1984) Hutcheon
draws upon the double relation of historiographic metafiction with the
reader. This relation is at once didactic, teaching the reader about history
and on the other hand it gives the reader the freedom to question, interpret
and even ‘co-write’ its narrative. Rather than collapsing history and
fiction into one another so that the possibility of representing ‘the real’
is eliminated, it problematises the boundary, and asks the reader to explore
the space in between. The reader is made aware of the fictionality of
the historical material in the text while at the same time remaining
conscious of its basis in real events (Nicol 2009:103). Thus,
historiographic metafiction presents its readers with history as a concept
so that the fiction comes to function as a kind of theory, indirectly and
often directly (as in the work of Julian Barnes or Graham Swift), asking
us to consider our relation to history (Nicol 2009:104).
The present paper shall focus on Graham Swift’s Waterland
as a postmodern historiographic metafiction. In this novel the story
telling aspect of narrative is used to highlight the idea of history not as a
fact but as a concept. As a historical metafiction, Waterland blurs the
boundary between history and fiction. On one hand the novel seems to
deal with the notion of history, providing the reader with various historical
accounts, while on the other hand, it seems to problematise the very
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historical accounts that it offers. Waterland narrates history through
the perspective of Tom Crick, a history teacher. Swift not only makes
his protagonist a history teacher but also makes him engage in the act
of telling stories to his students. It is through this act of storytelling that
the novel necessitates the existence of story and dwells on the fact that
‘history’ and ‘story’ cannot be kept apart. Waterland, as a novel makes
the same proposal that Tom Crick makes to his class: to discover and
reveal the purpose of history by telling a story. Here the act of storytelling
is used to highlight the idea of history as a text among other texts. This
becomes evident in the text itself through Crick’s repeated assertion
that “history is just story-telling” (1984:133). His firm belief that “history
merges with fiction, fact gets blurred with fable…” (1984:180) makes
history a form of story woven out of the fabric of fables.
Tom Crick, fifty-two years old, has been history teacher for
some 30 years in a secondary school in Greenwich. Tom has been
married to Mary for as long as he has been in the teaching profession.
But they had no children. The students in Tom’s school as well as the
Headmaster, a physicist, have grown increasingly scientific oriented
and they show little sympathy for Tom’s subject that is history. Price,
one of the students in the class questions the relevance of history in the
contemporary world. This makes Tom to change his teaching approach
to telling tales drawn from his own recollections. By doing so he makes
himself a part of history he is teaching, relating his tales to local history
and genealogy. Moreover, the headmaster, Mr. Lewis, tries to entice
Tom into taking an early retirement. Tom resists this because his leaving
would lead to the complete shutdown of the History Department and it
would further be combined with the broader area of General Studies.
Tom’s wife Mary is arrested for stealing a baby from a couple. The
publicity that attends her arrest has its impact on Tom’s career. The
headmaster, taking advantage of the situation urges Tom to quit his job.
In response, he uses his impending forced retirement as an excuse to
unfold a story to his students. The pivot of Waterland focuses on both
the past in 1937 and the present time thirty years after- all related through
the eyes of Tom.
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The novel starts with two epigraphs, a meaning of the word
history, “Historia,-ae, f.1. Inquiry, investigation, learning. 2. a) a narrative
of past events,history. b) any kind of narrative: account, tale, story” and
a quote from Dickens’ Great Expectations, “Ours was the marsh
country…” These two epigraphs prepare the reader for the upcoming
narration of the novel set in a special local. The former epigraph which
gives a definition of history indicates that “the ambiguity upon which
historiographic metafiction is founded is at the heart of the very term
history itself, and characterizes Crick’s narrative to his listening class: a
composite of official History and personal and family history(‘his story’)
which draws upon a range of other kinds of fiction, such as fairytales,
romance, and detective fiction(the novel’s opening chapter ends with
the childhood discovery of the body of one of Crick’s friends floating in
the lock) (Nicol 2009: 113). The opening chapter of the novel gives the
reader a sense of the effect of fairytales. The reader for sure believes
that (s)he will be taken into a world of fairy tales: “fairy-tale words;
fairy-tale advice. But we lived in a fairy-tale place” (2010:9). The
narrator then goes to reveal the significance of storytelling. He refers
to his father’s “knack for telling stories”. A few lines after he refers to
his mother who too had this knack for telling stories: when I was very
small it was my mother who first told me stories, which, unlike my
father, she got from books as well as out of her head, to make me sleep
at night. (2010:10)
Tom Crick got the inspiration to become a history teacher from
his mother’s story-telling power. He states “My becoming a history
teacher can be directly ascribed to the stories which my mother told me
as a child” (67). Later as a school boy he was introduced to the subject
of history as “an object of study”. Initially he was led into belief that
history was a myth “until a series of Here and Now gave a sudden
pointedness to my studies….informed me that history was no invention
but indeed existed-and I have become a part of it”(67). This led to his
understanding “history is a yarn”. It is at once a dangerously seductive
fabrication and an essential mechanism for making sense of our lives
(Nicol: 113). Crick makes restless effort to define history. He refers to
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history as ‘a fairy-tale’, a ‘Grand Narrative, the filler of vacuums, the
dispeller of fears in the dark’.
However, a crisis appears in the life of Crick. He is not only
asked by Mr. Leslie to quit his job but at the same time he discovers that
his students have become disillusioned with the subject of history as
they feel that it has no relevance to the present. One of the students,
Price states directly “The only important thing about history, I think, sir,
is that it’s got to the point where it’s probably about to end” (14). Here
at this crucial point of his life Crick stated telling stories. The novel,
thus, is comprised of interrelated anecdotes. Crick makes efforts to
argue for the value of history to his students by using stories of his
marriage, imperial Britain, his ancestors, the Fen country, the French
Revolution and so on. He recounts his family history by revisiting the
story of his forefathers in Fens.
There are numerous instances where personal history is narrated
along with grand historical context. The novel consists of fifty-two stories
narrated by Tom Crick to his students at school. He makes an attempt
to define history by dealing with concepts such as revolution, history,
reality, the past and the present. He asserts that the past forms the
basis of the mystery of the present. Through his act of storytelling Crick
reflects on both the public and the personal stories of the past. Here we
find him making a comparison between the past history of his ancestors
and the grand history of the French Revolution. He tells his students:
“And that is how, children, my ancestors came to live by the River
Leem. That is how the cauldron of revolution was simmering in Paris,
so that you, one day, should have a subject for your lessons, they were
busy as usual with their scouring, pumping and embanking. This is how
when foundations were bring rocked in France, a land was being formed
which would one day yield fifteen tons of potatoes or nineteen sacks of
wheat an acre on which your history teacher-to-be would one day have
his home”. He blends facts and fiction, history and fairy-tale and presents
in fragmented forms to his students, thus bringing in the significance
history as part of fiction.
There are other instances of this blending of the personal and
the public: the romance of Tom and Mary is set parallel to the summer
of 1943, the Second World War. Another instance can be cited from
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Chapter 24 Child’s Play which draws on a historical event of July 1940
when the French was occupied by the German invasion. It is at this
time that the Fenlanders had arranged a swimming competition in Fens.
Further, he juxtaposes the development of the Atkinson emporium and
another empire, that of Napoleon: “ While Napolean made his lightning
marches against the Austrians, Prussians and Russians, Thomas Atkinson
got bogged down in protracted litigation and labyrinthine wrangles over
navigation rights, land tenure and the constitution of drainage boards”(70).
Such a kind of multiple narratives give a postmodern metafictional
dimension to the novel.
These narratives appear in the form of stories that Crick tells
his students. However these stories help him give a meaning to his own
past and his troubled present. But there is an absence of linearity in the
narrative. In other words the story in the novel does not develop in a
chronological way. The narrative appears to be circular: as soon as we
have finished reading we need to go back to the first chapter. Thus
Crick’s narrative reflects his recognition that history is not ‘a welldisciplined and unflagging column marching unswervingly into the future’
but something which ‘goes in two directions at once. It goes backwards
as it goes forwards. It loops. It takes detours’ (Swift 135) ( Nicol 115).
Hence, for Crick history is cyclical; it rejects the ideas of progress,
evolution and teleology.
Swift’s Waterland is an explicit specimen of historiographic
metafiction. The novel clearly states that it is impossible to produce an
objective, totalized and true account of history ( Nunning 360). History
is presented in the novel as a series of highly unconventional stories;
stories that were narrated orally rather than on written history. Thus,
the narrator, Tom Crick tells his students “Perhaps history is just story telling” (133). Crick appears as a machine generating story after story
and suggesting pattern after pattern, and will carry on doing so eternally.
Thus he embodies the two definitions of Man he proffers: he is ‘the
story-telling animal’ (62) and ‘the animal who craves meaning-but knows[Events elude meaning]’ (140). His strategy is to convince us that every
story, public or personal, is somehow linked, that everything impacts on
everything else in a pattern of cause and effect and that everything is
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equivalent to everything else (Nicol 117). This strategy that the narrator
Crick employs gives a postmodern dimension to the novel and the way
the concept of history is being dealt in the novel makes it one of the best
novels of twentieth century Brtish fiction.
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The Concept of Sexuality: A Reading of D. H.
Lawrence’s Travel Writing, Etruscan Places
*Dr. Soumitra Mukherjee
Abstract:
This paper deals with the Etruscan perception of sexuality as
observed by D. H. Lawrence in his travel book, Etruscan Places
(1932). Lawrence as a great modern novelist very often offers
his own idea of sexuality through his great novels such as Sons
and Lovers (1913), The Rainbow (1915), Women in Love
(1917), Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928) and so forth.His travel
writings serve as different domain of literary genre where
Lawrence also propagated his notion of sexual culture which
has been exercised by the strange peoples of the travelled lands.
The Etruscans were the people who believed in the spontaneity
and naturalness even in their sexual lives.They were mystery
people of long antiquity who enjoyed life full to the brim in their
exercise of good sexual relationship amongst themselves. In
fact, the Etruscan mode of sexual life is reflected in the tombdecorations of Cerveteri, Tarquinia, Vulci and other places. In
Etruscan Places, the sexual world of the Etruscans is
manifested through some symbolic forms. The symbols of
“phallus” and “arx” are important sexual symbols.The Tarquinian
“patera” also serves as a strong sexual symbol. The Lawrentian
concept of Etruscan sexuality is significant in the modern world
in its Freudian resonance on sexuality as a spontaneous and
natural phenomenon.
Keywords : D. H. Lawrence, Travel Writing, Sexuality, Travel.
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D. H. Lawrence is known as a prolific modern novelist, but he
was also a great travel writer who is at his best in his observation of
sexual cultures in his travel writings. His novels, for the most part, deal
with the sexual relationship between men and women. Moreover,
Lawrence has been criticized by the critics and scholars for the excessive
depiction of sexuality in his novels such as Sons and Lovers (1913),
The Rainbow (1915), Women in Love (1917), Lady Chatterley’s Lover
(1928) and others. But more recent studies have proven the authenticity
of Lawrence’s notion ofsexuality as applied to the modern human beings.
In fact, modern human beings are devoid of feelings much needed for
good sexual relationship with the opposite sex. Lawrence’s travel writings
show such qualities of good sexual relationships.
The common usage of the term “sexuality” can be traced back
to the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries. The term was
related to the quality of being sexual or to having sexual desires. The
concept of sexuality was then synonymous with reproduction. However,
the emergence of Freudian psychoanalysis at the dawn of the nineteenth
century has enabled many to relate sexuality with the theory of
psychoanalysis rather than to mere reproduction. In fact, the Freudian
notion of sexuality has established it as a natural and spontaneous
phenomenon of human beings which, if resisted, may cause trauma and
repression.
The notion of sexuality in Lawrence’s travel writing, Etruscan
Places(1932) is significant in the sense that very little has been said by
the critics and scholars about the exercise of sexuality among the
Etruscans though it is quite evident.Lawrence’s Etruscan Places is
replete with the concept of sexuality as found in the long-lost Etruscan
culture. The Etruscan civilization flourished from the eighth until the
fifth century B. C. They were very strong people who occupied the
middle of Italy in the early Roman days. But gradually, the Romans
wiped out the entire Etruscan civilization only for expanding the Roman
Empire. They crushed the free soul of the Etruscans to break their
unity and integrity. What remains now is only the remnant of the Etruscan
civilization manifested through their tombs and the paintings on them.
The tombs of the Etruscans speak for themselves. They are scattered
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around the various historical sites of Etruria. They are very important
intranslating the cultural ethos of the long-lost civilization of the
Etruscans. They are present only through some symbolic forms.
Lawrence’s Etruscan Places was the product of his visit to
the sites and cemeteries around the countryside of Tuscany with his
American friend Earl Brewster in 1926. The Etruscans were one of the
mystery peoples of antiquity, a lost civilization belonging to the shadowy
epoch of proto-history. They were destroyed by the Romans. The
Etruscan tombs show that these people enjoyed life before the Roman
invasion. They were all peace-loving people who could not survive war.
Those Etruscan places had the queer stillness, peacefulness, soothing
gentleness, loneliness and happiness. Through the tomb-decorations
Lawrence felt the Etruscan carelessness and fullness of life. The
Etruscan mode of life is manifested through Lawrence’s intuition from
the tombs. As Lawrence rightly remarked that,Now, we know nothing
about the Etruscans except what we find in their tombs. There are
references to them in Latin writers. But of first-hand knowledge we
have nothing except what the tombs offer. So to the tombs we must go:
or to the museums containing the things that have been rifled from the
tombs. (Lawrence, Etruscan 11)
Lawrence’s imaginative vision could extract the essence of the
long-vanished Etruscan culture through their visit to the tombs and
cemeteries of Etruria. In other words, Lawrence and his friend Earl
Brewster could only see the remnants of the Etruscan world. As depicted
through their tombs, the Etruscans were free people in respect of their
exercise of good sexual relationship amongst themselves. The Etruscans
were vital and spontaneous in every sphere of their lives. Lawrence’s
perception of such spontaneity and vitality has been contrasted with the
militaristic Roman culture in Etruscan Places. According to imaginative
‘inhabiting’ of the religious and domestic values of a fundamentally
sensual, anti-intellectual people, closer in spirit perhaps to that which
Lawrence hoped to discover in the native American cultures of his
Mexico and New Mexico writing. (Becket 114)
Jeffrey Meyers’s work, D. H. Lawrence and the Experience
of Italy (1982) is a landmark study on the Italian travel experiences of
Lawrence. It depicts Lawrence’s direct response to Italy and its people.
It focuses on Lawrence’s achievement as a travel writer. The author
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has presented here the exploration of Lawrence’s “self” among the
Italians. He deals with the pattern of death and rebirth in Etruscan
Places. But the concept of sexuality has not been exclusively emphasized
here. Del Ivan Janik, in his study, The Curve of Return: D. H.
Lawrence’s Travel Books (1981) focuses on the theme of “return
journey” in course of Lawrence’s travel through his travel writings.The
author stresses on the modes of life Lawrence encounters through his
travel writings. Lawrence’s travel book, Etruscan Places has been
explained here from the point of the mystery of touch. Paul Fussell, in
his work, Abroad: British Literary Travelling between the Wars (1980)
puts emphasis on the “spirit of place”. He shows that the sense of place
is really a strange thing for Lawrence. But he does not focus on the
sensuality of the Etruscans.
Lawrence’s travel writing Etruscan Places is built on the notion
of sexuality.For Lawrence, sex is the key source of life. In fact, the
notion of sexuality encompasses the vast world of Lawrentian thought
process.Lawrence analyzes the sexual aspects of the people belonging
to the long-lost Etruscan culture in respect to their basic instincts
exemplified by the spontaneity and naturalness translated only through
Lawrence’s imaginative descriptions. Lawrence has presented the deep
life-knowledge of the Etruscans in their exercise of sexuality. In
Etruscan Places the notion of sexuality is delineated through some
symbolic forms in the lives of the Etruscans. In a sense, the Etruscan
world was a living world full of natural and spontaneous life-force.
The sketches that Lawrence has carved in Etruscan Places
are the products of his profound intuitive faculty. In fact, all his discoveries
of the Etruscan world were reflected in his presentation of the same
world of life as observed in some symbolic forms. Really, the symbols
of ‘phallus” and “arx” are important to have a glimpse of the sensual
world of the Etruscans. As Lawrence has articulated thus:One can live
one’s life, and read all the books about India or Etruria, and never read
a single word about the thing that impresses one in the very first five
minutes, in Benares or in an Etruscan necropolis: that is, the phallic
symbol […] the phallic stone! (Lawrence, Etruscan 29)
The phallic stones found in the tombs of Cerveteri, Tarquinia,
Vulci and other places are the symbols of Etruscan sexuality. Moreover,
the Etruscan consciousness was deeply rooted in the concepts of the
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phallus and the arx. The demolition of these two symbols, according to
Lawrence, is the reason for “the utter destruction and annihilation of
the Etruscan consciousness”. (Lawrence, Etruscan 31)The old physical
world of the Etruscans was dominated by these two symbols. As Fiona
Becket puts it thus:In Sketches of Etruscan Places, an animated and
sensual life is expressed in the values which Lawrence ascribes to the
symbolic phallus (‘lingam’) and arx (womb) which are represented
in stone at the entrance to tombs for men and women respectively.
(Becket 114)
There is a deep sense of life in the Etruscans which, according
to Lawrence, brings them apart from mental knowledge. In fact,
Lawrence’s dissatisfaction with mental consciousness is reflected in
Etruscan Places in the sense that here Lawrence approves of physical
knowledge or sexual consciousness. Lawrence’s emphasis on sexual
consciousness has been put forward by Aldous Huxley thus:For
Lawrence, the significance of sexual experience was this: that, in it,
non-mental knowledge of divine otherness is brought, so to speak, to a
focus—a focus of darkness…the dark presence of otherness that lies
beyond the boundaries of man’s conscious mind. (Huxley xii) In this
sense, Lawrence appreciates the Etruscans for being endowed with
such “non-mental consciousness” which was detested by the militaristic
Romans.
The Romans called the Etruscans as vicious. Moreover, their
ambition of empire and dominion was ingrained in their hatred of the
phallus and the arx. The other aims of the Romans were richness and
social status.They destroyed everything of the Etruscans except their
deep sense of life. As Lawrence observes in his visit to the painted
tombs of Tarquinia thus:This profound belief in life, acceptance of life,
seems characteristic of the Etruscans. It is still vivid in the painted
tombs. There is a certain dance and glamour in all the movements, even
in those of naked slave-men. They are by no means downtrodden menials,
let later Romans say what they will. The slaves in the tombs are surging
with full life (Lawrence, Etruscan 70)
The landscape of Etruria is delightful where life is always “fluid
and changing.” (Lawrence, Etruscan 51) The Etruscan instinct is
preoccupied with a “real desire to preserve the natural humor of life.”
(Lawrence, Etruscan 52) The natural flow of the Etruscan life was,
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according to Lawrence, much more worthy than “conquering the world
or sacrificing the self or saving the immortal soul”. (Lawrence, Etruscan
52) The Etruscan world is purely an ancient world free from the anxieties
of modern life. As Lawrence puts it thus:Such a pure, uprising, unsullied
country, in the greenness of wheat on an April morning! – and the queer
complication of hills! – There seems nothing of the modern world here
– no houses, no contrivances, only a sort of fair wonder and stillness, an
openness which has not been violated. (Lawrence, Etruscan 53)
Italy, for Lawrence, was much more Etruscan in its pulse than
Roman. In fact, the Etruscan element is compared to the grass of the
field and to the sprouting of corn in Italy.The Etruscans neither have in
their life the Latin-Roman mechanism nor the suppression imposed by
them.The Etruscan life is depicted by Lawrence through the detailed
descriptions of the painted tombs of Tarquinia. Here, Lawrence
compared the paterawith the living plasma of human life. The round
saucer that he found in the hand of the carved figure of a dead person
is presented as if containing the germ of life in heaven and earth. In
Tarquinia Lawrence also saw a few sarcophagi of stone where some
effigies, much more like the crusaders, lie flat on their backs. They
have a dog at their feet. The sacred patera held in the hand of a figure
serves as an important symbol of life and living organism on earth. As
Lawrence articulates thus: It stands for the plasma, also, of the living
cell, with its nucleus, which is the indivisible God of the beginning, and
which remains alive and unbroken to the end, the eternal quick of all
things[…] (Lawrence, Etruscan 58)
Most of the Etruscan things are spontaneous and natural.
Moreover, this naturalness makes them commonplace things which can
never be standardized. There is also the same commonplaceness in the
Etruscan life which is termed by Lawrence as “the rebellion of life
against convention”. (Lawrence, Etruscan 62)The pictures, as painted
in the tombs of Tarquinia, are full of “the real Etruscan liveliness and
naturalness”. (Lawrence, Etruscan 68)Indeed, the scene of natural
life here is meaningful. Moreover, the spontaneity of the Etruscan life is
seen in the touch of vitality and vigor of them as reproduced in the
tomb-paintings. Vitality is really a feature of the Etruscans which is for
Lawrence beyond art and artificiality. As Lawrence remarks that,This
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sense of vigorous, strong-bodied liveliness is characteristic of the
Etruscans, and is somehow beyond art. You cannot think of art, but only
of life itself, as if this were the very life of the Etruscans, dancing in
their coloured wraps with massive yet exuberant naked limbs[…]
(Lawrence, Etruscan 74)
Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) was the pioneer of the theory of
sexuality. The Freudian concept of sexuality can be applied to explain
the sexual aspects of the Etruscans as presented by Lawrence in his
travel writing, Etruscan Places. In fact, Freud serves as a greater
influence for Lawrence to judge the sensual culture of the Etruscan
civilization. Freud emphasized on spontaneity and naturalness even in
the matter of sexuality. These ideas were in vogue at time of the
Etruscans. Moreover, Freud’s concentration on the “erotic dimensions
of the mind” (Gay 239) in his “Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality”
(1905) is strongly present in the Etruscans as delineated through
Lawrence’s travel writing. Again, Lawrence’s intuitive imagination could
see very easily the concepts of touch and looking in the Etruscans as
their “sexual instinct”, a Freudian phrase.
The Etruscan physicality is something that is still alive among
the Italians. Their physicality is the very source of authentic life and
vitality. Indeed, The Etruscans possessed a deep knowledge of life which
is totally unknown to the modern human beings. To crown it all, the
depiction of sexuality prevalent in the Etruscan life is significant in today’s
world in respect of its resonance with the Freudian notions of sexual
culture to have a better humanity full of peace and harmony.
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Missed Between the Lines: Ecological
Wakefulness in Barbara Kingsolver’s The Lacuna
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Abstract
Critics have a tendency to classify Kingsolver’s writings,
especially her novels, into generalized categories. For
example, The Poisonwood Bible and The Lacuna are termed
her political fiction, and Prodigal Summer and Flight
Behaviour are known as ecological novels. Such categorization
leads to overlooking the interconnections between her novels
and makes the readers miss the most crucial characteristic that
defines her writings, i.e., her ecological vision. This paper
analyses Kingsolver’s overtly political novel The Lacuna and
proposes that this novel contributes significantly to her ecological
vision. Kingsolver craftily interweaves history and fiction via
the novel’s content and stylistics. By presenting the protagonist’s
fragmented story, Kingsolver compels us to rethink and
reevaluate the quality and purpose of public discourse. This
paper will prove how Kingsolver links the political malaise of
public life with the indifference toward our reciprocal relationship
with nature. She presents the mysterious connections between
the water world and land, past and present, art and life, and
everything in between.
Keywords: Ecological, Political, Reciprocal, Relationship,
Interconnections.
It seems to be a simple thing to know but, as Barbara Kingsolver
always insists upon in her writings, to remain awakened in this way of
knowing demands an epistemological change. Such burden of knowing
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is mentioned in The Lacuna when the protagonist, thirteen at the time,
realizes this, “He sat at the end of the plank bridge with his notebook on
his lap. An enormous spider with a fire-red belly came along lifting one
foot at a time, slowly pulling its body into a tiny hole in one of the
planks. What a terrible thing to know: every small hole could have
something like that inside” (33). This knowledge is needed to draw us
out of anthropocentrism toward ecocentric ways of understanding the
world.
Noted American writer-activist Barbara Kingsolver’s sixth
novel, The Lacuna, appeared in 2009. It took her almost nine years to
produce this novel though she has published nonfiction books during this
interval. The Lacuna germinates from the soil of apathy toward political
writings among the American novelists. This novel is also a response to
the bloodthirsty Americans calling for revenge in the aftermath of 9/11.
Kingsolver records her reactions to this blood-curdling call to annihilate
the alleged enemies in some of her essays, too, in her essay
collection Small Wonder. Kingsolver interrogates the lack of honesty
and reasonability of the people in the news media and public offices.
She also questions the apparent lack of critical thinking visible in the
artistic output in America. Thus in this novel, Kingsolver enacts what
she proclaims in one of her earlier essays, “Why is there no Hippocratic
Oath for the professionals who service our intellects?” (High Tide 225).
Kingsolver wants the artists to explore everything in its entirety because
they are culture’s “margin of safety” (High Tide 228). Though Kingsolver
demands the artists to stand for their positions firmly, The Lacuna is a
narrative of non-positions.
The Lacuna narrates fragments of Harrison’s story presented
in the form of the beginning part of his incomplete memoir, his original
journal entries, and his correspondences. His true self is glimpsed through
his correspondence with Frida Kahlo. His secretary’s comments and
notes provide a sketch of his persona from sympathetic outsider eyes.
Disregarding his wish to destroy his life’s story, his secretary, Violet
Brown, decides to reveal his story to the world after fifty years of his
supposed death. Keeping with the view that there is always another
side, the voice narrating Harrison’s life does not belong to him exclusively.
Violet Brown tells an important part of it, and his story sees the light
because of her decision.
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The Lacuna begins in 1929 when Harrison was thirteen years
old and lived on the Isla Pixol in Mexico with his Mexican mother,
Salome Huerta, at the mercy of Don Enrique, a wealthy Mexican oil
merchant. In both America and Mexico, Harrison is viewed as a
foreigner. He unwillingly moves between the two countries. His mother
took him to the Isla Pixol when he was twelve years old. She sends him
to live with his father when he is fifteen. He comes back to Mexico two
years later and begins to work as a cook in Diego’s house. He is sent to
America again for his safety after Trotsky’s assassination. He tries to
belong there as an adult and make a name for himself. But, he returns
to Mexico again for his safety after getting accused of being a communist
in cold-war America and finally chooses a new life there as a free
person by diving through the lacuna into another identity. His mother
calls him “Will” or “William,” and his father “Harry” (115). When he
mixes plaster for Diego Rivera, he gets the name “sweet buns” because
he mixes plaster in the manner of mixing flour for pan dulce (92); in
his American school, he is called “Pancho Villa” (120). Different people
give him different names, but the name he embraces and is retained by
him is “Insolito” (160), meaning unusual. Frida Kahlo gives him this
name when he explains to her the reason for his expulsion from school
on the grounds of irregular conduct. She shortens his name further to
“Soli.”
In the first chapter of his intended memoir, Harrison mentions
himself in the third person as “the boy,” reflecting his non-position. His
inherited uncertainty regarding his life keeps increasing as the years
pass. For Don Enrique, imagination is useless as it does not produce
wealth, but watching Diego paint at the National Palace, Harrison
understands that imagination is priceless and pays the bills. His
affectionate nature is the result of the love bestowed on him by some
ordinary people in Mexico. His only friend at Isla Pixol is Enrique’s
cook, Leandro, who teaches him cooking and encourages him to explore
the ocean. The Americans are like Harrison, children of two houses:
European (Judeo-Christian) lineage and the land they settled upon (the
Turtle Island). Had they felt bliss in the abundance of the land, they
would have been a peace-loving nation. In her introduction to Last Stand,
Kingsolver states that the European settlers built a life on this land with
a strong belief in:God’s mandate and guarantee: the promise that the
living land was nothing more or less than raw material for human increase.
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They’d arrived here with no spiritual capacity to see nature as anything
else. A different way of thinking- the belief in the sovereignty of other
creatures with their own spirits and plans, quite separate from ourswas familiar to the people who had come into North America millennia
earlier. But for the pragmatic Europeans who succeeded and largely
displaced them, this kind of thinking stood in contradiction to their religious
beliefs and firmly outside the well-fenced boundaries of their
imaginations. (Last Stand 15-16)
Like Kingsolver’s other protagonists, Harrison learns important
life lessons from the wonders of nature. The wonders of the underwater
world make Harrison realize the ignorance of Enrique’s guests, who
praise the silence of the island because he knows that the ocean is full
of noises; “the infinite chorus of tiny clicks and squeaks” (16). Kingsolver
shows that arrogant men will never notice these wonders as they are
“enthralled with their own stories” (18). Harrison also explores other
mysteries of the island. His inadvertent discovery of a hidden cave
called the lacuna by the locals overwhelms him. Despite Leandro’s
warnings to keep away from the lacuna, he begins to explore it and
finally discovers that it is a water tunnel leading to a distant place on the
mainland. The tunnel opens in a pool in an ancient temple ruin. He
manages this arduous swim across the tunnel by calculating the rise
and fall of the tides following the moon’s shape. This scientific attitude
is combined with the extreme joy he finds in nature. Whether unsolicited
or solicited by Frida, his brief journal entries capture the beauty of nature.
Living with Trotsky in Coyocan house, he comments on the blooming of
jacaranda in the courtyard, “This purple can’t be ignored, it’s like a tree
singing” (208).
The lacuna provides Harrison with a key lesson of expecting
hope on the other side of the dark tunnel of suffering. At the end of the
novel, this lacuna saves him from the imprisonment of American identity.
The oceanic world works as the guiding principle for Harrison as the
wonders and mysteries of this world remain limitless and hidden from
humans. The oceans prove how little humans know. For Kingsolver,
oceans provide a new meaning to life, “A walk along its tide line is a
chance to receive endless gifts, glistening with the strange edges of life
and decomposition, and to find passage into one new world after another”
(The Last Stand 92). The adventures into the ocean, the lacuna, and
the connecting tunnel provide Harrison with an ecological stance and a
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sense of emplacement. The physical presence of this lacuna that he
can be sure of its position becomes metaphysical strength for him.
Knowledge of this lacuna and the subsequent growth of Harrison’s
character challenges the mind/body duality Kingsolver holds responsible
for ecological destruction.
Harrison’s oceanic adventures on the Isla Pixol during his brief
stay also explain humans’ exemplary non-position in relation to the
nonhuman world. This wishful non-position is not to carry out oneself in
such a way as to cause any irreversible damage to nonhumans. Wendell
Berry defines this position as an “imitation of absence.” He explains
this as a position where humans are present in such a way “as if absent,
so that the life of the place goes its way undisturbed. It proposes an
ideal of harmlessness. A man should be in the world as though he were
not in it, so that it will be no worse because of his life” (166). This
stance can be learned by “watchfulness,” otherwise monkeys are
mistaken for devils as Harrison and his mother do.
The image of the lacuna remains persistent throughout the novel
and substantiates Harrison’s knowledge of the “other side” and “other
world.” This knowing is further validated by his underwater ventures in
the ocean and his immersion in the art through books and paintings.
One of the meanings of the lacuna is an opening. This meaning gives
the lacuna a physical dimension where Harrison discovers it as “a tunnel
to another world” (49) or “the other side of the world where you belong”
(53). This meaning conveys that physical knowledge of this tunnel is
essential to transgress it, which Harrison always remembers. This
knowledge takes a metaphysical turn for him whenever he faces the
dark uncertainties of life. Harrison always hopes for a new and better
world on the other side while going through trying times. While visiting
the pyramids of Teotihuacan with Frida Kahlo, Harrison finds a small,
perfectly carved figurine that he has picked up, thinking it to be an
ordinary smooth stone from the looks of its visible side. The open mouth
of the perfect figure reminds him of a tunnel that connects them to
another time. He considers it as a sign to take his writing a novel
seriously.
The second meaning of the lacuna is the gap or the missing
piece. This realization makes Harrison empathetic toward the suffering
of fellow humans as he repeatedly realizes that the most important
thing about a person is what we do not know. It applies to Leandro at
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Isla Pixol and extends to world politics, where idealist leader Lev Trotsky
is misunderstood. After Trotsky’s assassination, the loss of his writings
creates a huge gap in Harrison’s life. However, retrieving those writings
from Frida’s parting gift to him in the States gives him hope again.
Thanking Frida, he acknowledges that her gift to him is “the simple yo
soy, I am” (364). As a writer of historical fiction, Harrison tries to be an
American, believing in “self-made destiny” (373) but ends up labeled
“un-American.”
Harrison’s correspondence with Frida reveals his true self and
his love for Nature surfaces. Sending her a postcard with a picture of
his chosen town, Ashville, he writes, “But look carefully at the
background of the picture: mountains. They stand behind every view,
like a mother offering a blanket in which to wrap everyday life and
shelter it from useless dreads. In June they are walls of white
rhododendron blossom. In autumn the forest set themselves aflame
with color. Even winter has its icy charms” (363). Compared to human
activities, nature provides him the “other world” of solace. Harrison
expresses his innermost feelings through his comments on seasons.
Lawrence Buell terms seasonal descriptions a vital technique of
environmental writing. He defines it as “the extended look at the
symptomatic seasonal item in such a way as to raise it from a quotidian
nonevent to a key to the season” (226). In one of his letters, Harrison
describes autumn to Frida: “The earth smells of smoke and rainstorms,
calling everything to come back, lie down, submit to a quiet, moldy
return to the cradle of origins. This is how we celebrate the Day of the
Dead in America: by turning up our collars against the scent of
earthworms calling us home” (The Lacuna 367). Such descriptions
are used by Kingsolver to make humility important ethics. The word
“humility” is associated in its origin with humus. Humus can invite humans
out of their egotistical selves and merge with the earth. Nature writers
use the relationship between humus and humility to express oneness
with nature.
Another brief but essential scene that foregrounds Kingsolver’s
ecological vision is the description of a village woman in Mexico who
saves orchids from the branches of the felled trees and plants them in
tin cans. An actual incident inspires this fictional scene. Kingsolver
mentions this incident in her essay “A Forest’s Last Stand,” where a
woman saves the unseen orchids and plants them in her garden. Both
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the saviors, the real and the fictional, are poor women. These rescued
orchids are symbols of the complexities of ecosystems. These are
epiphyte orchids that grow high up in the trees “unseen by human eyes”
(Small Wonder 84). An Ecology article states, “In Mexico, epiphytes
are characteristic elements of many plant communities ranging from
tropical rain forest to arid tropical scrub.” (Williams-Linera, Guadalupe
36). Description of these orchids getting destroyed in deforestation
highlights that the missed parts are essential in understanding the world
as a web of relationships.
Though Harrison declares himself “uncurious” about politics
(189), he cannot escape it. Mexico grants Trotsky, the exiled Russian
leader, hunted by Stalin’s spies, political asylum under Diego’s care.
One of Kingsolver’s consistent techniques is using nature as a yardstick
to measure a person’s moral worth. Trotsky is vilified in the press in all
countries, including his motherland. But Kingsolver presents him as an
ideal leader who values the welfare of human beings. For this, she
portrays his trivial activities. Trotsky is depicted as having a deep love
for nature. He understands the behavior of monkeys. When he was
moved briefly to the desert at San Miguel Regla, he was enthralled by
the cactuses and collected them from the wild to plant in his temporary
shelter. Trotsky is presented as a man with a deep love for the land. His
objections to Stalin’s policies also include the latter’s destruction of the
“wisdom of the men of the land” (291).
The Lacuna includes a few actual news articles from the New
York Times and other magazines to show the media’s apathy toward
nature. One actual article from Life magazine comparing the Japanese
people to the Japanese beetles shows the extent of racial hate and
ignorance of the natural world. The article on the impact of invasive
Japanese beetles compares the characteristics of the Japanese people
with these beetles, “Both are small but very numerous and prolific, as
well as voracious, greedy and devouring” (384). And the “total victory”
means killing every beetle. Harrison’s attention to these issues helps us
understand the nuances of public apathy toward the natural world and
the “other side” of global commerce. These beetles reached America
through human movements, and there are no natural predators here to
control the number of beetles.
Kingsolver critiques the two crucial centers responsible as
keepers of truths. These two centers, art (novels) and newspapers are
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symbols of the civilized world. The provincial dwellers show how much
stale these symbols have become and they need rejuvenation to remain
their usefulness. Kingsolver mixes history with fiction because she
believes “informing the readers about facts and events” is part of her
responsibility as a novelist (“FAQ”). Though The Lacuna fails to give
a nuanced exploration of the relationship between social behavior and
public discourse, it contributes to Kingsolver’s ecological vision by
showing that the creation of new knowledge is needed to supply a
meaningful rendering of the world to help us create inclusive human
habitats. Environmental-conscious writers always find media lacking in
providing a truthful rendering of the world.
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Spiritual Conquest Through Nature in
Wordsworth’s Poems,”Tintern Abbey” and “I
Wandered Lonely As a Cloud”
*Abhishek Ali
Abstract
Wordsworth was a great romantic poet.As a poet of nature, he
transformed himself into the spiritual world.His poetry opposed
the ideas of earthly pursuits which is made by artificial thoughts,
passions, activities etc.Nature plays pivotal role in realizing the
truth of the mysterious world.There were many writers in
romantic age who tried to focus their writings on
nature.Wordsworth was one of the greatest romantic poets who
unveiled the difference between physical and spiritual
beauty.The romantic poetry was touched by human sympathy
and a consequent understanding of human heart.As a lover of
nature Wordsworth focused on spiritual and mental development
which was unveiled by classical ideas of 18 th century’s
writings.According to Wordsworth Nature is the intergal part
of human nature.Without nature’s blessing,the life of human
beings can not be fulfilled.Wordswoth felt the gap between
natural endowments and human actions. The common people
were attached with tyranny and brutality having no common
human sympathy.As a result they fell into sorrows and sufferings
and theywere unable to transgress their depressed conditions.
Thus the poet,Wordswoth with his emotional and imaginative
flights began to write his poems to unveil his romantic ideas
and bring forth his spiritual development. This study aims to
achieve the poet’s distinguished ideas on nature through his
poems,”Tintern Abbey”‘ and “I Wandered Lonely As a Cloud”.
Vill -Nendra,P.O. -Bagichapur,P.S.-Harirampur,Dist -Dakshin
Dinajpur,West Bengal,
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Key Words : Romantic Poetry, Nature, Spiritual, Physical
Beauty
Romantic literature is marked by six primary characteristic
features-1.celebration of nature,2.focus on the individual and
spirituality,3.celebration of isolation,4.melancholy interest in the common
man,5.idealization of women,6.personification and patheticfallacy.
Wordsworth expressed his love for nature through colours,beauty,form
etc.He considers nature as a living soul.It nurtures our spiritual growth
and makes perfect our intellectual development.Wordsworth was a
supreme worshiper of nature.His romantic poetry are marked by three
parametres—1.He conceived nature a living personality,2.Nature as a
source of consolation and joy,3.Nature as a great teacher,guardian and
nurse.Wordsworth was a great romantic poet.Throughout the whole
life he felt the presence of nature in his heart. In the opening of the
‘Prelude‘ the speaker reveals the relationship between him and
nature.The speaker has a peaceful view of nature as he rows out in the
peaceful waters,led gently by nature herself.Wordwoth actually creates
an idyllic and calm scene of nature.The overwhelming power of nature
makes him realize the loss of his eloquence and how he becomes unable
to describe his world.In the “Prelude,”he asserts——
“I had melancholy thoughts...
A strangeness in my mind,
A feeling that I was not for that hour,
Nor for that place.”
He considered nature as his his guardian and thus he says in
“Prelude”——
The earth was all before me,with a heart
Joyous,nor scared at its own liberty
I look about;and should the chosen guide
Be nothing better than a wandering cloud,
I can not miss my way”
Through perceiving nature, Wordsworth enlightened the real
truth which was unveiled to common people.Wordsworth feltthe
existence of God in nature in various forms.He thought that God presents
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Himself symbolically through nature.we are naturally unconscious about
the existence of God.But Wordsworth could observe this minutelythrough
his changing course of life.Spirituality comes through the presence of
nature.Nature is embellished with spiritual supremacy.Nature and
spirituality are unified thing,they arethe intregal part for each other.Their
unifications produce unknown truth of the mysterious world.This
realization makes Wordsworth perfect. Thus the poet kept himself in
the lap of nature.He thought that as a poet he could unveil the truth of
nature.
According to Wordsworth Nature does not only exists in
present,but it also exists in past and future.It revolves around the whole
course of life.Nature does not love those persons who always betray
her. Nature presents herself in our everyday life’s journey.Wordsworth
hinted us that nature is an abstract ideas,we can not find it as a material
but we can feel it through our spiritual and intellectual development.The
people of that age led their lives by logics,reasons,questions,answers
etc.They did not realize the truth of nature.As a result they became the
victims.Sufferings and depressions make their lives burden.So
Wordworth seeksan alternative approach for leading life by indulging
himself in nature.Through his surrender to nature,he reaches the height
of perfection and purity.
When the poet first visited “Tintern Abbey”,he became surprised
to see such beautiful sights,and he forgot all the bitter experiences of
the past. The French revolution disturbed his moral thoughts,so he
visited the beautiful place to forget his bad moments . There,his distressed
soul had been changed into happiest soul and he enjoyed the moment
fully.But when he came back to cities,his soul felt sufferings, sadness,
depression during the works in cities.All the difficulties came to end
with the touch of beautiful natural sights where author visited five years
ago.Through such process the poet showed his intellectual development
by bringing forth an idealistic approach of understanding nature closely.
Paganism is one of the important factors of the romantic
age.Wordsworth was a pagan,so he worshipped the different elements
of nature.He presents God symbolically through natural elements.The
poet opined that God stays in every elements of nature.,so if we love
nature and treats carefully,nature would also treat us carefully and lead
our soul to Heaven. He showed nature and God in the same light of
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divinity.He was a Christian but he never used Christian languages in his
poems to realize the existence of God. According to the poet aesthetic
development is possible only by our intellectual and spiritual
developments.This study aims to achieve the height of the unique
identification of romantic world which Wordsworth promised to show
us throughout his life by composing great poems.
According to M.H.Abrams [Natural-Spernaturalism], there is
no need to refer God exceptionally in texts because he elevates nature
to a divine state and replaces God with it.Thus the thoughts of the
speaker reaches the height in manner and matter.Wordsworth’s views
on nature is somehow exceptional.The world is conducted by nature’s
spiritual power.Very few persons in the world can understand the
unknown truth of nature. In the 18th century,the common people led
their lives by following the classical rules which are formed on
logics,,rules,reasonsetc.They formulated rules to lead their lives where
no spiritual development occurs.As a result crime,corruptions were
increased violently. So the speaker tried to show the right path by giving
divine message through his poetry.According to him,we should not cross
our limitations and should keep our souls in the midst of nature so that
our sufferings would no longer present and thus creates a perfect world.
In the poem,”I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud,”Wordsworth
explored his romantic ideas.This poem gave him a unique
personality.Through this poem,he said that he got spiritual comfort by
thinking about the daffodils.The death of his brother,John,gave him a
great mental blow.He was in very painful condition.He could not get rid
of depression.But when he saw daffodils,fluttering and dancing beside
the lake,all his painful moments were changed into a romantic
moment.He felt the natural beauty through the core of hisheart.He got
aesthetic peace in his mind.He forgot his longing moments and became
the happiest man.Wordsworth’s such romantic visionschanged the
perspectives of that age.The poet opposed artificially as it never nurtures
our souls.The speaker wanted to give divine message to change our
lives’all problems.According to him if we love nature wholeheartedly,
we will be blessed by God. God symbolically presents Himself in nature.
He showed us how nature provides us mental and spiritual
fulfillment.He thus,uses imagery to realize the truth of beauty in the
first stanza of the poem,”Daffodils”———
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“A host of golden daffodils;Beside
Like,beneath the trees”
In the second stanza Wordsworth uses imagery to show the
beauty of nature—
“Ten Thousand saw at a glance
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance.”
The beauty of daffodils beautified the speaker’s mind.He gets
comforts and happiness in his heart.Through this poem the poet tried to
say that the beauty of nature like daffodils can heal a distressed soul.The
morbid condition after his brother’s death could not place longer in his
mind as he transformed his soul into nature.Wordswoth as a pagan
always presents natural elements as a divine process of earthly living.He
places God parrallaly with the beautiful natural things.Such romantic
ideas could change the visionary ideals of the common people.The poet
always focuses on spiritual dominance which is closely attached with
our mental growth.The relation between God and Nature is so close
that we can not separate each other. Nature is a abstract ideas which is
completely free from religious matter. Religion depends on spirituality
but spirituality does not depend on religion.Spirituality has no any rule to
follow,it is created through divine process with abstract ideas.As a poet
of nature,Wordsworth could describe spiritual supremacy by presenting
natural elements uniquely in different forms through his poetry.
August Wilhelm Schegel and Frederich Schegel,the founders
of romanticism, began to speak romantic poetry in 1790s, contrasting it
with “classic” but in terms a spirit rather than physical love.Wordsworth
followed such notions in writing his poetry and finally reached to his
destination.Matthew Arnold appreciates Wordsworth thus,”Nature herslf
took the pen out of his hand and wrote with a bare,sheer penetrating
power.”In his “Essays in Criticism”,he thus appreciates Wordsworth’s
intellectual development although he disapproved of romantic poetry,their
propensity for illusiveness and symbolism.There are many writers who
disapproved his ideas such as William Hazlit said that Wordsworth was
not great poet and considered him as the “Spoiled Child of
disappointment.”But he also added that he that he was a original poet
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saying strength lies in weakness.T.S.Eliot disputed Wordsworth’s ideas
by saying that good poetry was “the spontaneous overflow of powerful
feeling”instead it was in fact an escape from emotion and
personality.M.H. Abrams appreciates by saying thatWordsworth’s poetry
takes us to the unseen world, something higher,deeper,better.New
historicist Majore Levinson and Jerome McCann considered his poem
not only to be aesthetic framing of language but it was culturally
constructed.David Broomwich and Simon James considered
Wordsworth’s poetry to be living moment of human truth which is beyond
of cultural and historical border.
There are critical analyses on Wordsworth’s poetry and his
romantic ideas but we can say clearly that the romantic notions of
Wordsworth on nature is somehow a great achievement for nurturing
human souls.Wordsworth through his writings unveils the mystery of
the world.He seeks the truth of the mysterious world.Wordsworth shows
us that how nature symbolically uncovers the truth through their versatile
forms.To reform our souls we must relate our thoughts with nature’s
spiritual power.Wordsworth’s such romantic ideas play greatest role to
change the contemporary society and it also shows our future world
how nature would bring great change for new generations throughleading
us in to a new world.
To conclude,Wordsworth’s romantic ideas are abstract which
common people can not grip easily.The beauty of nature makes
Wordsworth realize aboutthe efficacy and supremacy of spiritual world
and how it develops our morbid soul from sadness to
happiness.Wordsworth shows nature’s uniqueness by differentiating
nature from artificial world,. His poetic creations assert that we can
reform our soul through perceiving the unlying beauty of nature.My
paper thus,studies on this unique topic to achieve the significance ofsuch
universal romanticideas of William Wordsworth.This study also aims to
have further study on this universal topic.Finally I can say that my
objectives of writing this research article has been reached to its
destination.
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WRITING AS A SWORD OF CREATING AN
IDENTITY: SHARANKUMAR LIMBALE’S
‘AKKARMASI’.
*Deblina Acharyya
ABSTRACT
Dalit autobiographies are an integral part of Indian Dalit
Literature. Most of the Dalit autobiographies are written in
regional languages and later were translated into English. The
theme of exploitation, suppression and marginalization of Dalits
are the swords in almost all Dalit autobiographies. As Dalits
belong to poor marginalized categories, the upper caste people
never hesitate to exploit them whenever they get opportunity.
These people have been treated as social outcasts, and their
voice has been repressed for centuries. Dalit writing in its
formative years has been largely about recreating protest,
patriarchy and the demand for space for the Dalit in social,
cultural, and political spheres. Over the years activist thinkers
like Ambedkar have tried to produce a doctrine supporting the
Dalit cause. This has given rise to a body of literature which
has engaged itself with this ideology. Through dalit literature,
the dalit subaltern has now appeared in literature as a speaking
subject but this subaltern’s speech is not interpelled by dominant
group’s language, voice, tone, style or tradition. This paper is
an attempt to show Limbale’s voice of individual self identification
in his ‘’Akkarmasi” which is a hallmark of a dalit’s quest for
identity in the Brahminical discourse.
Keywords : Exploitation, Marginalization, Protest, Identity and
Brahminical discourse.93
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Literature since the time it has been written, has tried its best to
entertain the readers and it also mirrors the evils like casteism and
untouchability. Literature is regarded as the embouchure of the tyrannical
society in which it is written. So it was the power of words that
empowered dalits to raise their voice, so that people may understand
what wrongs have been done to them.
Indian society is traditionally differentiated into castes depending
upon the various duties the members of certain communities traditionally
perform. While the upper class are traditionally formed by priests, rulers,
landowners and farmers, there havealso been a section of people assigned
to serve these upper caste people known as Shudras.Sharankumar
Limbale , a well-known Dalit writer in India has authored up to forty
books including his autobiography Akkarmasi(The Outcaste) and is
certainly act as Professor and Regional Director of Yashavantrao Chavan
Maharastra Open University and for his creative interest rests on the
Dalit struggle and identity .Limbale , the most prolific writers of
contemporary literature aimed to expose the brutality of the upper
class in Maharastra. He focused his attention on the sufferings of the
Dalits as a result of the exploitation of the downtrodden class of the
Indian society.
In this autobiography, the author narrates about how an upper
caste landlord Hanmantha exploited and discriminated an innocent Dalit
couple Kamble and Masamai who worked day and night in his farm.
Akkarmasi is an autobiography of Sharankumar Limbale which was
first published in 1984.It was translated into English by Santosh Bhoomkar
as The Outcaste in 2003.It puts forth Limbale’s life as an outcaste. This
novel depicts the realistic account of his life as a Dalit in particular and
which can be extended to the life of any individual of Mahar community
in general. The word Akkarmasi is a Marathi word which means a
person whose birth is illegitimate or one who is an outcaste, Mahar
community calls him Akkarmasi because his father is a high-caste man
and high-caste people call him an untouchable because he is Mahar. It
is about an untouchable family in general and community struggles in
particular.
Limbale describes the life of a man who suffered not only
through this caste system but also through the pain of not even being
allowed into the caste system: he was an outcaste below everyone
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else’s. He makes the question about the Brahminical literary tradition
i.e. following of Indian Aesthetics to evoke various emotions and feelings.
He also protests against the Indian concept of ‘Satyam, Shivam and
Sundaram’. According to him, ‘’Satyam, Shivam, Sundaram-these are
fabrications used to divide and exploit ordinary people. In fact, the
aesthetic concepts of ‘satyam-shivam-sundaram’ is the selfish
mechanism of upper caste Hindu society .It is necessary to replace this
conception of aesthetics with one that is material and Social”.(Towards
an aesthetic of Dalit Literature p-21).
Limbale’s autobiography Akkarmasi raised many discomforting
questions and became a controversial text inviting the scorn of the
upper and lower castes alike. It also embodied a much needed selfintrospection on the questions of representation of Dalit identity within
the Dalit literature. To be a Dalit in a caste-ridden society is a curse and
to be an illegitimate within the Dalit Community is doubly cursed .Limbale
projects before the readers an objective and impartial account of his life
from birth to death, carefully creating the image of his community in
conflict with the contemporary communal and cultural conditions. The
narrator’s self reflects his life in particular and the life of community in
general. Masamai,the mother of Sharankumar Limbale worked day and
night at the farm of Hanmantha Limbale because of their poor condition.
Ithal Kamble, Masamai’s husband is a farm worker on yearly contact
to Hanmantha Limbale and it was a job worth seven or eight hundred
rupees. Ithal Kamble toiled on the farm of Hanmantha and was helped
by him during hard times. Taking the advantage of poor condition of
Kamble, Hanmantha Patil ruined the poor family and it led to the
separation of Ithal Kamble and Masamai forever. After the divorce
with Masamai, Ithal kamble left the place with two sons Suryokant and
Dharma and remarried a widow .Masamai remained a keep of
Hanmantha Limbale and gave birth to Sharankumar Limbale.
As Masamai was beautiful, she was beguiled by Hanmantha.
She was divorced by her husband and suffered a lot. Though Hanmantha
enjoyed the beauty of Masamai, he had always in mind that Masamai
was a Dalit and had been trying to avoid her. He also commented that
the newborn child was looked after by Bhondya, the potter. Limbale
writes, “Finally my mother
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The objective of the present paper is to bring out the portrayal
of a dalit in general with the account of Limbale’s The Outcaste. It will
focus on the situation of the Dalits in an independent India on three
major issues; discrimination on the basis of caste, identity crisis and
economic divergence. Limbale’s The Outcaste is a frighteningly candid
story of his childhood and growth as a person of an outcaste. It is the
shattering experience to see in Limbale’s graphic depiction of the want
and the woes of a Dalit child and later his saintly forgiveness, compassion
and detachment. It is this aloofness, and the ability to turn away from
the personal, that makes The Outcaste a distressing life narrative.
In the middle of the narration of humiliation and hunger, Limbale
suddenly assumes the tone of a philosophical questioner, who is trying
to deconstruct the cosmos:“ Bhakaari is as large as man. It is as vast
as the sky, and bright like the sun. Hunger is bigger than man.
Hunger is more vast than the seven circles of hell. Man is only as
big as a bhakari, and only as big as his hunger. Hunger is more
powerful than man. A single stomach is like the whole earth. Hunger
seems no bigger than your open palm, but it can swallow the whole
world and let out a belch. There would have been no wars if there
was no hunger”. (Limbale,50-51) The opening pages of Limbale’s
The Outcaste describe the primary school life of Sharankumar which
makes him aware of being an untouchable/ a Dalit as he belongs to the
Mahar community. Here, unknowingly he accepts the harsh realities 0f
difference between the higher caste students and him (a student of
Mahar community) because of discrimination and imposed differentiation
in every aspects like eating habits, dressing even in the games:“ We
played one kind of game while the high caste village boys played
another. The two games were played separately like two separate
whirlwinds.”(2)
Limbale highlights the internal conflict within the Dalit
community when as a child his mother wouldn’t allow him to offer
water to his lower caste friend from the Mang community in his text.
Limbale questions the prevalence of such discriminatory practices within
the Dalit community as his questions are targeted towards readers
belonging to both Dalit and upper-caste communities. “Is caste more
important than thirst? Wasn’t Arjya a human being?” (Limbale S.
K., The Outcaste, 2004, p. 20)
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Limbale’s The Outcaste is an important writing based on caste
which lends him his identity. The caste designates the position of every
person in the society. It is the caste only which tells the history, about
the forefathers. The construction of an identity of a person is not possible
without the history because it locates the person in contemporary society
with his religious and traditional sanctions. Limbale suffers identity crises
with reference to caste too. He Writes: “My forefathers were
Lingayat. Therefore I am one too. My mother was Mahar. My
mother’s father and forefathers were Mahar, hence I am also a
Mahar. From the day I was born until today, I was brought up by
my grandmother, Santamai. Does this mean I am Muslim as well?
Then why can’t the Jamadar’s affection claim me as Muslim? How
can I be high caste when my mother is untouchable? If I am
untouchable, what about my father who is high caste? I am like
Jarasandh. Half of me belong to the village, whereas the other
half is excommunicated. Who am I? To whom my umbilical cord
connected?” (38-39)
With all these references the question arises why Sharankumar
Limbale is in such a dilemma with regard to his identity? Why he has
suffered the situation of without being an identity? It is due to the
belonging of his mother to a dalit community. She has been oppressed
and sexually exploited because of being a dalit which further destructed
the life of her own child (Sharan), who suffered the humiliations and
taunts of higher caste people as being an illegitimate untouchable
(outcaste) of the society.
Limbale’s primary aim in writing Akkarmasi was to announce
his woes as the son of a whore. Upper caste writers not only avoided
Dalits from their literature but also made sure that they did not speak in
the language of Brahmins. Dalits were prohibited from learning Sanskrit,
the God’s language. The language that Limbale uses for the
ornamentation of his work is not positive “we lay like discarded bustickets” or “I stood still like an unwashed plate” to highlight their dirt
like existence.
In Limbale’s Akkarmasi itself the departure from a mixed-caste
identity does not suggest an acceptance and celebration of a hybrid-
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identity but ties to arrive at a purely Dalit identity. Dalit writers,
instead of celebrating hybridity believes in consolidating a purely Dalit
identity for the purpose of political representation and struggle
against Brahminism. Dalit writers believe as long as Indian society
retains the ideology of Brahminism, it needs to be countered by using
caste as a political weapon against a traditionally religious division of
society.
In this way, Limbale’s autobiography does not only provide a
postcolonial appropriation of caste in the discourse of subalternity but
also highlights the need for identity politics as the viable option for fighting
against marginalization and exploitation. It would not be a mistake to
read Limbale’s Akkarmasi as an answer to Gayatri Spivak’s famous
question “Can the Subaltern speak?”as Alok Mukherjee reminds
“Limbale establishes the Dalit subalternity not in a colonial
structure, but in the caste-based social, culture and economic
structure of Hindu society”.(Limbale S.K.,Towards An Aesthetic of
Dalit Literature,2018,p.2)
Thus Dalit writing is not only representing the grim reality of
Dalit Community but also focuses on the sacrifices of their lives towards
the cruelty of Hindu Brahmin society. In Akkarmasi, Limbale’s life is
the victim of traditional Hindu Society as well as his own community.
But his writing indicates that marginal and subaltern can also write or
speak but they cannot get the scope or chance of writing or speaking.
According to Manohar Mouli Biswas, Bangla Dalit activist, “subaltern
can speak and they speak in their own tongue. Their language
may be understandable to few or may not be to others, their tongue
may be palatable to some or may not be to many. That does not
matter. And similarly the Dalits have their own culture. It is
unfortunate that nobody wants to see or enjoy that culture if the
same is performed by Dalits. But ironically if the same is performed
by others it becomes highly enjoyable. This is a phenomenon what
I want to call ‘cultural rigging’”. Just like the rigging of Ekalavya in
the hands of guru Dronacharya, Limbale rags under the Mahar
community and his mother as a whore rags under the high caste Patil is
also reflecting the discrimination of culture. The present paper gives an
account of a dalit writer whose writing is his sword of his own identity
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in his community as well as his forward movement in mainstream Indian
Society.
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The Saga of Indian Graphic Novel: A Socio-historical
Approach to Select Indian Graphic Novels
*JoydevMaity
Abstract
While reading a literary text, most readers visualise the events
and the characters they are reading to comprehend the text
thoroughly. This visualisation is made accessible in a format
like the graphic novel in which story and picture go side by side,
providing an idiosyncratic reading experience for the readers.
More than any other country, graphic novels have witnessed
massive success in India. The genre got popular in the country
in the early part of the 21st century, and within two decades, it
has created a world of its own. The charm of Indian graphic
novels lies in their wide variety as far as themes are concerned.
Indian graphic novels have hardly left any field untouched from
societal to historical, from mythical to cultural. Thus going through
such novels is like observing and understanding the country in
the most felicitous way. So it is no surprise that from young to
old, graphic novels in the country has become a close confidant
for readers of every age. This paper examines the origin and
history of Indian graphic novel along with a socio-historical
approach to select Indian graphic novels.
Keywords: Graphic novel, comics, Indian graphic novels, urban
life, societal issues, historical themes.
Hillary Chute described a graphic novel,summarised by Pramod
K. Nayar, as “a postmodern reworking of traditional literary forms” (6),
providing the readers with enough scope for speculation. While discussing
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graphic novels, it is now almost obligatory to clarify the two formats,
comics and graphic novels, and their relationship with the former. In his
well-known book Understanding Comics, Scott McCloud described
comics as “juxtaposed pictorial and other images in deliberate sequence,
intended to convey information and/ or produce an aesthetic response
in the viewer” (9). On the other hand, Eddie Campbell defines the graphic
novel as a “synonym for comic books… more specifically, a comicbook narrative that is equivalent in form and dimensions to the prose
novel… a form that is more than a comic book in the scope of its
ambition” (13). Another prominent duo of critics, Randy Duncan and
Matthew Smith, observed graphic novels as “longer than the typical
comic book and most often contain self-contained, rather than continuing
stories” (4). Generally, it is also often misapprehended that comics contain
light stories solely written for children, and graphic novels are serious
formats intended for mature readers. However, this distinction is often
dubious as readers of every age enjoy both formats.
Before we discuss Indian graphic novels in detail, we must talk
briefly about the comics in India, from which graphic novels originated
in the country. Indian readers first witnessed published comicsin 1964
in IndrajalComics by The Times of India. However, the distinguished
name in Indian comics is the Amar Chitra Katha series started in 1967
by AnantPai or ‘Uncle Pai’. The stories of this series are mainly based
upon mythical stories from Hindu epics like the Ramayana. The
popularity of this series can be observed by the fact that it was translated
into almost twenty languages and has sold more than ninety million
copies so far. Even Jeremy Stoll, a famous American scholar, was fond
of the series and praised it in these words, “As the earliest indigenous
comic books in India, the Amar Chitra Katha series set a strong
precedent, one which has dictated comics content and style for decades
since” (1).Along with the Amar Chitra Kathaseries, two other comic
publishing houses created a world of their own: Raj Comics and
Diamond Comics. To compete with the comics superheroes of western
countries, Raj Comics introduced Indian superheroes through comics in
Nagraj and Super Commando Dhruva. Some other popular comic
characters that enjoyed hefty success in the country include Chacha
Chaudhary, MotuPatlu, Doga, Detective Moochwala, Suppandi and
many more.
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In the 1990s, the Indian comics market saw a sharp decline as
it could not contend with Digital Comics. Under this circumstance, Orijit
Sen produced The River of Stories (1994), considered the first graphic
novel in India. The novel is based upon the historical event of ‘Narmada
BachaoAndolan’, a protest regarding the construction of a dam over
the Narmada River, in which the novelist himself participated. Published
with the aid of a grant from Kalpavriksh, this sixty-page novel narrates
two main stories: one is of a journalist, documenting the villagers’ protest,
and the other is of the history, origin and lifestyle of the indigenous
people. The novel’s massive demand in recent times has provoked the
author to consideration of republication upon the advice of his daughter.
While commenting on this novel, Sen emphasised its historical value
more than anything else. So he commented: “The River of Stories
might be the first Indian graphic novel, but more importantly, it is almost
a historical document that represents a crucial moment in time in the
Narmada Andolan” (inputmag.com).
After OrijitSen’sThe River of Stories, it took a few years for
Indian graphic novels to gain popularity. The breeding ground of Indian
graphic novels was prepared by Sarnath Banerjee, the pioneering figure
of Indian graphic novels, with his Corridor (2004). Although there was
no market for graphic novels in India, Both Banerjee and V K Karthika,
the then senior editor of Penguin Books, took an effectualprospect for
something great. Banerjee himself has had a scant opportunity of reading
graphic novels in his childhood. So in his early thirties, he decided what
he described as “staging your own play” with his Corridor. Like
Banerjee’s other graphic novels, Corridor centres on urban settings
and the diurnal life of Indian metropolitan cities like Delhi and Calcutta
(Kolkata). The novelist has shared his rich experience of living in Kolkata
and Delhi in this novel, focusing mainly on the fragmented daily life of
its people. While going through the novel, one may find the characters
as very bosom as they are drawn realistically, defying the imagination.
So he commented once, “The characters I come up with are basically
combinations of people I’ve met” (guernicamag.com).
Life in urban areas is fragmented and disjointed, devoid of
intrinsic emotion. Such fragmented lives of three main characters –
Brighu, Shintu and Digital Dutta – are delineated by Banerjee in
Corridor. Pramod K. Nayar, in his book, observed, “The spaces of
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urban India as portrayed in the graphic narrative are often spaces of
haunting, of revenants, traumatic pats and uncertain presents…” (49).
BesidesCorridor, Nayar’s this observation is pertinent in another Indian
graphic novel with an urban setting: AmrutaPatil’sKari. However,
whereas in Corridor, the urban life carries a jubilant and optimistic
tone, Kari(2008)carries a pessimistic tone amidst the “topography of
smog city.”Patil, a recipient of 2017 Nari Shakti Puraskar, is hailed as
the first woman graphic novelist in the country. Karibegins with the
attempted suicide of Kari (the protagonist), and her lover Ruth and the
rest of the novel ponders upon their unfruitful lesbian relationship in this
heterosexual world. “They were inseparable” (Patil/book jacket) until
this point, and now with their separation, they experience the travail to
survive in this heterosexual world where people believe “eventually a
woman needs a man and a man needs a woman” (58). Set in an unnamed
metropolitan city, the novel questions our nugatory approach and thoughts
towards the homosexual people of our country even after sixty years of
freedom.
Like writers from any other genre, Indian graphic novelists have
never been reticent in dealing with societal themes in their graphic novels.
One of the most poignant and admired Indian graphic novels exploring
societal issues isB himayana: Experiences of Untouchability. The
novel is written by Srividya Natarajan and S. Anand, with a conspicuous
artwork by Durgabai Vyam and Subhash Vyam. The book explicitly
explores the caste discrimination and violent incidents
thatBhimraoAmbedkar experienced in his lifetime. Published in 2011,
the novel is heavily influenced by Ambedkar ’s twenty-page
autobiographical work, Waiting for a Visa (1935-36), in which the author
accounted his life story related to untouchability. Apart from India, the
novel was published in UK and United States with the title of Ambedkar:
The Fight for Justice and has been translated into several languages.
In the “Foreword” of the novel, John Berger significantly points out,
“This book offers a prophetic answer, and it is this: replace the stage of
History with the Body of a community. A body with a long past, a
present of many voices, and a vision of the future.” Berger’s comment
implies how incidents of caste discrimination in India have been a past
phenomenon and prevalent in the present era and might be a “vision of
future also”. Hence,Ambedkar’straumatic experience is a collective
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experience of almost 170 million dalits in the country, even after many
years of India’s freedom.
The novel is divided into five sections, and the title of the three
major sections – “Water”, “Shelter”, and “Travel” implies how dalits
like Ambedkar was denied even the basic amenities of daily life. In the
first section of the book (“One Day”), set in the ‘recent past’ (11) in a
city in India, we are introduced to three unnamed persons (a boy, a girl
and a man). Among them, a boy is complaining about being stuck in a
‘dead-end’ job due to ‘these damn job quotas’, although he is ‘super
qualified’ (13). Then the girl points out how caste discrimination is still
prevalent in the country, of which most people are unaware. On the
next page, the novelists have put numerous headlines regarding caste
atrocities from the reputed newspapers of the 21st century to affirm the
girl’s claim. One must feel a kind of solicitude for Ambedkar while
reading the oppression and injustice he had to go through in his lifetime.
Thus in the section “Water”, the readers are made aware of how the
ten-year-old Bhim was not allowed to drink water himself from the tap
in school. As a member of the Mahar caste, he could not even find a
barber to cut his hair. As readers go through the novel, they realise how
such injustices were common in the life of dalits like Bhim.
Sometimes graphic novelists use the medium to narrate
something which cannot be possible in any other form. The Kashmir
based graphic novelist Malik Sajad has used the medium to depict the
everyday social and political strife in Kashmir in his graphic novel
Munnu: A Boy from Kashmir (2015). Based on Sajad’s own life, the
novel tells the story of seven-year-old Munnu as he grows up amidst
the hostility and eventually becomes a successful novelist cum cartoonist.
The novel attempts to understand how difficult it is to live in Kashmir,
which we often hear about but have never experienced. Since the earliest
time, the clash between the locals and the military men has beencommon,
denying any form of peace in this land. Thus the novelist has commented
in the novel, “Whatever the truth, God and the historians were certainly
cruel for not adding a few pages of happy ending, to Kashmir’s story”
(214). There might be progress in the rest of the world or the country,
but Kashmir is always a static land where progress can be observed
only in the way of oppression and torture of the locals.
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About the art of his novel, Sajad once commented, “My pictures
don’t look pretty because they don’t tell a pretty story” (Youtube.com).
The art of this novel is praised highly by the readers worldwide and is
often compared with Art Spiegelman’s famous graphic novel Maus
(1980). Like Maus, the characters in the novel are presented in animal
form; the Kashmiris are here represented as Hangul, the national animal
of Kashmir as Sajad considers both Kashmiris and Hangul are now
“Endangered Species” (333). While going through the novel and
pondering upon the societal strife, one must not miss the natural charm
of the novel – the characteristic development of Munnu. Munnu’s life is
far from perfect in every aspect; while he became a successful artist,
he failed as a lover twice in the novel. At a very early age, Munnu was
admitted to a school in Darasgah where he fell in love with Saima, “a
queen” (21) from his school. He described this love as “love at first
sight”, and her mere presence “froze” (21) him many times. Being
“dumbstruck with nervousness” (24), Munnu found it very difficult to
avow his love for her. His attempts in this regard include drawing her
portrait and writing poems for her. However, during one such attempt,
he was caught, and the Molvi of the school flogged him “as if beating
dust from an old carpet” (25).
Like society, history has always been an innate part of literature.
Through depicting any historical event, writers provoke us to re-imagine
the event, often from a different perspective and enable us to refresh
our memory. The partition of India in 1947 is one of the most memorable
and yet the darkest event in the history of India. Many literary works
like Khushwant Singh’s Train to Pakistan, ManjuKapur’s Difficult
Daughters have depicted this event and its effect upon the people in an
artistic way. This darkest period of Indian history is captured in a graphic
novel by Varud Gupta and Ayushi Rastogi in their Chhotu: A Tale of
Partition and Love (2019). Set in Chandni Chowk of Delhi, the novel
is a coming age tale of our hero Chhotu as he struggles to cope with his
love for Heer. The novel stands apart from other works of such fields
because it is not a simple narration of this historical event. The novel
infuses love, communal feud, the deliberate creation of shortage of
necessary elements (aloo or potato in this case), the rise and demise of
a criminal like Shere, and finally, the fulfilment of Chhotu’s promise of
making Chandni Chowk safe (58). He unknowingly entered the criminal
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world before Chhotu could relish India’s freedom or understand it. A
large part of the novel narrates Chhotu’s entangled life. It offers, as
Gyan Prakash has commented, “a poignant understanding of a time
when fear, bigotry, political machinations and violence overtook everyday
life” (Blurb).
As Chhotugrew up, he soon realised that life was more of a
learning process than anything else. For the time being, he was a member
of the Teetar Gang, “the finest revolutionaries of Chandni Chowk” (59).
Soon he realised there was no unity in the gang as no one supported him
when he accidentally shot a Muslim man in a temple. As violence and
riot followed after this shooting, he learned life’s hardest lesson and
conflicted with himself. So he contemplates, “And after all that time,
you’ll turn to see you can no longer recognise who you are, what you’ve
become… and regret takes hold of you” (80). Chhotu’s was a fighting
soul that could not be dominated easily; he was not born to keep his
head down; he was there to fight and make life easy for Indians. He
won his fight against a criminal like Shere, who killed his foster father
and created a deliberate shortage of aloo and violence in ChandniChowk.
However, he could notreturn his lover Heer to ChandniChowk again.
Thus, his greatest sacrifice was beneficial for the people of India rather
than for himself.
The novel posits a fundamental question like how a political
leader cum criminal attains so much power and answers this. As
observed in this novel, a leader like Shere controls media through which
they “preach… fear” (43) among the people. So Shere claims he aims
to “incite fear” (67) among the people of ChandniChowk so that there
would be no curb for him. Thus, his assistant cum spoke person of All
India FM,BolGappa, is constantly spreading false news about violence
in ChandniChowk. Through many scenes, the novelists also point out
how people’s blind trust in such criminals like Shere also plays a pivotal
role.
Artistically the novel is also quite praiseworthy as the characters
are anthropomorphic like Art Spiegelman’s famous novelMaus. So we
seeChhotu is drawn as a monkey (symbolising cunningness), Heer as
gazelle (symbolising beauty and innocence), BolGappa as a parrot
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(symbolising talkative and spoke person), Shere as a lion (symbolising
aggressive nature). In this regard, Rastogi commented, “it was important
for us to show that ChandniChowk was very much a mixing and melding
of people from all walks of life.”The novelists know well that
“Bollywood… is the most relatable storytelling medium in India”
(homegrown.co.in). So they did not spare any opportunity to infuse
flavours of Bollywood in many scenes and chapters-title (“OonchiHai
Building”, “Jab TakRahegaAloo”) of the novel. Finally, the novel is
relevant even now as the novelists believe that the events and scenes
of 1947 still exist within our society. As they have commented at the
very end of the novel: “1947 lives on today. A cycle of fear, waiting for
you, no matter how small, to break” (163).
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Abstract
This paper tries to bring forth the human condition when the
Nature starts painting the hair of humans with grey colour.
Throughout the long existence of humans on earth there always
has remained a gregarious instinct among them. These
gregarious instincts are also found among the non-humans of
the ‘Animal Kingdom’ where we have coined a term as ‘Parental
Care’. Both the parents nourish their siblings with sagacity,
with alacrity, with devotion, with honesty and above all with
love. With the passage of time when the hair grow grey and the
skin wrinkles with patches over there and when the hands, the
arms, the legs all start tremoring in frailty with weakness the
man calls for his kinship. The common theme in both the play
‘King Lear’ and the movie ‘Bagwaan’ is the filial-ingratitude.
This paper tries to compare and contrast both these works in
the light of ‘existentalism’. The major characters which are
compared are King Lear and Raj Malhotra. Minor Characters
are also given a contrast like Gloucester with Hemant Bhai.
The motive behind writing this paper is to aware the conscience
of the present generation with filial-gratitude.
Keywords: Filial Ingratitude, gregarious instincts, existentalism,
Parental care, Filial gratitude
“How sharper than a serpent’s tooth it is to have a thankless
child.” Homo-sapiens, the very word is familiar to all of us. With the
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advent of we the creatures on this planet earth, we started living our
lives in an un-civilized manner- we lived in Caves, we did hunting, we
ate un-cooked food, we travelled naked. But with the passage of time
we noticed a gradual change in our all-round development and hence
we progressed towards civilization. Our speech organs developed and
we started talking, giving emergence to various languages; we started
having families and children so giving rise to gregarious instincts; we
lost our tails; morphologically also we became advanced- our pectoral
and pelvic girdles both straightened (that is why Homo-erectus); we
also noticed Cognitive development in ourselves. With time we became
so advanced that we came to be known as the ‘Crownof Creation’
since we dominate all other species on earth. This is also called in
Arabic: “Ashraf-ul-Makhlukat” It is also mentioned in the holy GuruGranth Sahib:- “Aur Joon teri panihaari, Iss dharti par teri sikdaari.” It
means that all the species on this earth fill the water of humans. Filling
of water is metaphorically used here. It signifies that all other species
obey human beings. ‘Iss dharti par teri sikdaari’ means that humans
dominate the stage. They subjugate all other species for their benefit.
Man became so advanced that he started dominating other species. He
started inventions and discoveries.
But with gradual speed we also witnessed loss of human instincts
especially gregarious instincts. There is another famous quote in Urdu“Jiye to Jiye teri duniya mein ulfat-o-mohabbat samjhe nahin.” It means
that we lived our life with self-centric approach. We never gave
preference to love, peace, tolerance, humanity, compassion etc. And if
we come to lower level (family level) we notice the loss of
gregariousness in us. Our morals, our ethics, our obeisance towards our
parents got degraded. Generations are emerging with loss of paternal
and maternal obligations. Metaphorically the tree which is in full bloom
now- with all its leaves, flowers, fruits has forgotten the root which
nourished it to its full bloom. This degrading of humans has been noticed
much earlier. Only a ‘Conscious artist’ could pen it down or express it
with a movie before the audience. Top two ‘Conscious artists’ here are
William Shakespeare and Ravi Chopra.
Both represent ‘filial-ingratitude- Shakespeare in ‘King Lear’
and Ravi Chopra in the movie ‘Bagwaan’. Both the stories revolve
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round the parents and their children. Both the stories have much
Common realistic themes. In both the stories, we have a father who
nourishes his children as if a gardner nourishes his garden plants. But
here the gardner gets advantage over these two character- Lear and
Raj Malhotra- both are betrayed by their children. We had a quote in
the beginning “How sharper than a serpents tooth it is to have a thankless
Child!” The quote is uttered by King Lear for Cordelia and hence on
the face level it seems alright but as the story progresses, we realise
that the above statement of King Lear is contrary towards Goneril and
Regan; as it fits to them. In the movie Bagwaan we also have such
glimpses. Parallelism and Contrast among different characters.
The main parallel characters are King Lear and Raj Malhotra.
King lear is now old enough to get retired from all his moral obligations
and hence thinks of dividing his kingdom among his three daughters.
And now he wants to spend his life under their care. So, he wants each
of his daughters to get their equal share according to their flattery.
Goneril and Regan gain the upper hand by all means of flattery and
hence they win the favour of the ‘old despised mad king’. On the other,
hand we have Raj Malhotra. He is about to retire from his services. On
one hand, he has expectations from his sons and daughters-in-law that
now they will take care of him. But the mean sons think that their old
father has called them to divide his retirement sum. Later, both King
Lear & Raj Malhotra are befooled and at each and every step are
tormented by their children. Another set of characters we have
Gloucester and Hemant Bhai. Gloucester has one legitimate and one
illegitimate son but he treats the both with equal love. But later the
illegitimate son tries to kill Gloucester. Later Gloucester is blinded by
both the evil sisters and by Cornwall with the involvement of his
illegitimate son. Hemant Bhai has no children and by seeing the condition
of Raj expresses to his wife that they should be thankful to God that
they remained infertile and childless.
The dichotomy of good and evil pervades in the play as we
progress in both the stories and their characters. Here we have Aalok
and Cordelia. Both these characters are beautifully portrayed and both
of them harbour love for their fathers. Use of Hamartia: The fatal flaw
here in both these characters- Lear and Raj- is their too much goodness.
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Use of Catharsis: Both the stories have used Catharsis to its full extent.
It is the ‘purification or purgation agent’. So, with the application of
Catharsis, the audience get emotionally reclined to their chairs and think
that their future is bleak and in danger. Both the daughters of LearGoneril and Regan betray him and so the four sons of Raj Malhotra.
Use of objective Correlative There is a storm in King Lear’s mind
which surpasses the outside storm. In the movie Bagwaan there is also
a storm in Raj and his wife Pooja and both are telephonically connected
with the outside storm. Edgar, the legitimate son of Gloucester, also
utters: “The prince of darkness is a gentleman.” It signifies being ignorant
and being gentleman. This also creates the storm in the Dover hills
where Gloucester is wandering with King Lear and in their minds too.
Use of five theories of Filial Obligations: The problem; The Debt;
Friendship; Gratitude; Special Goods.
All these theories are in bit traces used in both the stories.
Example- The Debt Theory, Friendship Theory & Gratitude Theory are
all obeyed by these fathers- Lear, Raj & Gloucester. Hemant Bhai
remains out of this complexity of theories. Various themes:Individualization: All the four sons of Raj now want to live an independent
life. They all are self-centred. They have forgotten the sacrifices of
their father. In Lear also the theme of Individualization is prevalent.
Lear gives privileges to his two daughters and debars the youngest
cordelia. Lear seeks to live with his daughters but contrary to this they
seek out his life in return.
On the other hand Cordelia sets out to rescue her father from
her wicked and witch-like sisters. Similarly, Aalok also rescues his father
from his devilish brothers. Theme of Absurdity: It is absurd that both
the play and the movie have absurd characters. Lear’s and Raj’s life
has meaninglessness though it expands the horizons for meaning (i.e.
expecting favours from children. Lears and Raj’s life is more of sacrifices
and so is of the minor characters like Gloucester and Hemant Bhai. C)
Theme of Existentalism: Jean Paul Sarter’s theory of existentalism also
has a upper hand in both these plays. The characters Lear & Raj,
Gloucester and Hemant Bhai struggle for their further existence. They
are at the verge of losing their existence and hence their dignity. Theme
of Family Contractions: As in both ‘King Lear’ and ‘Bagwaan’, the
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children decide to live independently and by being self-centric approach
there signifies a theme of family contraction. There is a shift from joint
to nuclear family approach. Loss of Inheritance: Cordelia which is pure
in character loses the inheritance while as all the four evil sons lose the
inheritance from their father. As Raj has lost his dignity he at last gives
expression to his life experiences by penning them down. Cordelia though
in ‘purity of character’ still loses the inheritance and gets banishment in
return of her love. Various Approaches :- Modernisation &
Westernisation :- This approach applies only to the movie Bagwaan.
With the advent of modernism in Indian Culture, there is disruption among
our Indian culture. Like the respect and obeisance to the parents are
the days gone by, where to touch the feet of parents have been replaced
by the words like ‘hi-dad’, ‘hi-mom’.
Realistic Approach: If the coming generations are realistic and
feel that Shakespeare and Ravi Chopra have presented a theme of
reality and get melted and aware, they can inculcate that one day they
will face the same disparity among them and their children. Both King
Lear and Raj Malhotra learn the same lesson from their children but the
contrast here is of the atmosphere of the stories; King Lear and his
daughter is killed. Gloucester is blinded. So there is horror in King Lear.
But contrary to it there is no killing in Bagwaan and hence no horror.
To conclude, both the stories have to be paid much attention by
the present generation else they would face damnation in this world and
the world hereafter.
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